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ROAD TO ROMEROVILLE
IS ALMOST IMPASSABLE
, Complaint is being Justly and Indig
nantly made that the road in the vicinity of Romeroville is in an almost
impassable condiKon aDd should re
ceive the attention of the county board.
There is one plaoe in this road where
horses sink down to their knees in
crossing it and it is hub deep to any
wagon or other vehicle being pulled
across it, even with only a light load.
A twenty-fou- r
foot culvert, now
building In proximity to the ranch of
David Jones on the Mora road, will be
completed in the course or two or
three days.
Road Supervisor Juan F. Kavanaugh
of the first district Is also grading over
two culvert and several bad places
on the Hot Springs boulevard which
had been neglected b those In power.

SWEDISH STRIKE STILL
SPREADS; SITUATION SERIOUS
Stockholm, Aug. 9. The second
week of the Swedish labor troubles
opened with the strikers augmented by
recruits from other trades. A general
strike of the railroad men Is threatened for Augusit 11. The Farmers' association has 'appealed to all citizens
to help save the cereal crop which is
unharvested on account of the strike.
BATTLESHIPS TO SHOOT
AT TORPEDO BOATS
Old Point Comfort, Va., Aug. 9.
The giant battleships of the North Atlantic fleet will use two torpedo boats,
s
the Nicholson and the O'Brien, as
in their deep sea drills this week.
The torpedo boats will be carried 30
miles to sea on barges where they will
be launched and used as targets by
the big guns of the battleships.
tar-get-
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Annapolis, Md., Aug. 9. Over the
urgent protests of Mrs. Sutton's coun
sel, her letters to the navy depart
ment, after the death of her son, Lieu
tenant James N. Sutton, were read In
open court this morning.
These letters give a detailed ac
count of what she thought happened on
the night of her son's death and described the wounds on his head and
face, said to have been inflicted by
the naval officers implicated.
Mrs. Sutton referred frequently to
the officers connected with the affair
as "wild beasts," "low brutes" and
"cads."
One letter describes the receipt of
the news of Tier son's death by her
and states she felt that her con wm
with her and that he described the
manner of his death, which, she says,
was due to a shot fired by Lieutenant
Adams.
One of these letters reads:
"These brutes Jwho killed him (Sutton) are alive and seemingly doing
well, while my boy Is dead, stamped
with the stigma of suicide. I believe
that
thait Lieut Utley engineered
fight and that it was all planned. At
one o'clock Sunday morning my boy
was beaten to death. That shot was
fired to hide the crime. His forehead
was crushed, his nose Broken, lips
cut and a gash made in his skull half
an inch long. Just think of what my
poor boy suffered, beaten to death by
those wild beasts."
WOMAN FALLS THROUGH
.DEFECTIVE CROSS WALK

Last evening about 9 o'clock, an elderly lady whose name The Optic was
unable to learn, fell through he board
crossing at the corner of Grand avenue and Main streeC receiving very
painful and probably serious injuries.
The board crossing at this point is in
a deplorable condition, two of the
planks being out of the crossing. The
fall from the surface of the planks to
the ground below Is about two feet
and people passing along there in the
dark are unaware of the fate that
awaits them until they have fallen Into the hole and skinned and bruised
He said that he was threatened with themselves considerably. The city will
arrest if he cut the fence, but he be fortunate if a damage suit does not
had to do it in order to get through.
arise over last evening's accident.
Upon arrival here Fredericks (consulted the U. S. district attorney, but
the outcopie of his visit to this official is not known. . He went out on
his regular trip this morning traversing the same road, and was prepared for trouble, it is said, as he believed another attempt made by him
to cut the fence would meet with
,
physical resistance.
The latest developments In the case
According to Fredericks it Is possiC. C. Collins, the Pueblo, Colo.,
of
ble the road he has been traversing
awaiting sentence
is a private road, but if this be true street car hold-up- ,
It has been Used for years as a public there for highway robbery, and who
road and was used by .the old horse is suspected of being the murderer of
stage, which his auto line succeeded.' James Baker, the Las Vegas restaurIt leads to the only safe crossing on ant employe, are that he will not; be
the Pecos river snd hence Is the returned to this city to face a murmost traveled road.
der charge.
While he does not care to get Into
The sheriff's office received a tellitigation, at the same 'time "if an egram today from the Pueblo authoriamicable arrangement cannot be made ties, to the effect that they" would
for the use of this road by him, with have to hold Collins there, and teJling
the owners of the land through which Under Sheriff Stapp to see letter mal1
It passes, then Fredericks will carry lei today." This Icttor, it is presumed,
will
;l)e matter Into the courts.
particulars as to why Col

I

Not a little excitement was caused
the city Saturday evening, when
It became noised about that an attempt had been made to block the
passage , of the auto stage carrying
the United States mail between this
city and Santa Rosa.
G. J. Fredericks, proprietor of the
stage line, was seen by an Optic rep-- '
resentative soon ' after he arrived in
- 1 tbecity, and he confirmed the report.
!
According to Mr. Fredericks, who
--.' !
drives. the automobile which makes
, three trips a week between the two
'' points, he was halted near Casaus, a
email settlement in Guadalupe county, near the crossing of the Pecos
rivervon the return trip Saturday
afternoon by a fence which had been
constructed across Ihe road since he
had passed In the morning, A man
Btationed at the point where the
fence had been, built, which was on
the Romero ranch, informed him that
he could not go through.
However,
Mr. Fredericks could not turn back,
having the IT. S. mail in his possession, so he defied interference, cut
the fence and came on to this city.

LETTERS WRITTEN. TO NAVY

CLASSMATES

New York, Aug. 9 E. D. Shepard
Co., bankers and brokers, of 31 Nassau street,' have filed their schedules
in bankruptcy showing liabilities of
&

the firm $9,758,348 and nominal assets
$8,411,427.

Of these liabilities $9,673,637 are unsecured, the greater part being on construction account for several railroads,
water works and a fuel company; $84,-42are secured, and $290 wages. The
assets consist of cash on hand $9,218,
cash in bank $4,264, real estate $255,-250- ,
notes $U4,84o, office furniture
construction outfit of Nevada Construction c"ompany 'In New Mexico,
Kansas and Oklahoma $50,000v bonds
$ OIJG.GOO and stocks $15,500 (of which
ikh,k value Is I 16.0I9,93&); horsey
mule, fcc, at Carisbrooke, Yankee
and Raton, New Mexico. There are
outstanding accounts of $8,079 which
are of no value.
The real estate consists of 7 and 9
Calhoun avenue, 146 and 148 Fisher
avenue, White Plains, N. Y., $30,000,
mortgaged for $19,500 and standing In
the name of E. B. Lane; lots in Yon-kei$210,000, no mortgage; lots at Raton $250, and 160 acres of land in Coliax county, New Mexico, 115,000, no
mortgage.
Bonds and Stocks
Among the bonds are $7,220,000 Santa, Liberal and Englewood Railroad
company, estimated value $4,332,000;
Canadian River Railroad
$5,500,000
company, estimated value $3,300,000;
$473,000 Yankee Fuel company, estimated value $283,800; $95,000 Santa Fe,
Raton and Des Moines Railroad company, estimated value $47,500; $44,000
Raton Water Works company of New
and
York, estimated value $22,000,
$20,000 School District No. 11,, estimated value $34,000 .
2
Among the shares of stocks are
Canadian River Railroad company
$5,499,200; 27,412 Yankee Fuel comSanta Fe,
pany, $2,739,930; 63,001
Liberal and Englewood Railroad company, $6,300,150; 7,650 Santa Fe, Raton
and Des Moines Railroad company,
Santa Fe, Raton and
$765,000; 2,401
Eastern Railroad company, $240,075;
2,400 Raton Water Works company,
$240,000 (all these are par value and
no estimated value is given) 145 Colfax County Coal and Cokev company,
estimated value $14,500, and 10 Na
1

$1,-95-

I

s

-

54,-99-

tional Rank of Nw Mexico, estimated
value $1,000.
Unsecured Creditors
are
Among the secured creditors
Ball & Wicker, $25,000; Seven Oaks
company, $39,375; Cornelius D. Scully,
Pittsburg, $9,181; Dr. Lewis Brinton,
Philadelphia, $4,000; J. B. Flebig, Can
dor. New York, $4,000, and Arthur W.
The principal un
Lincoln, unknown.
secured creditors are the SanUtsFe, Raton and Des Moines Railroad company,
$200,000; Santa Fe, Raton and Eastern"
Railroad company, $57,000; Santa Fe,
Liberal and Englewood Railroad com
pany, $5,000,000; Canadian River Rail
road company, $3,300,000; Yankee Fuel
company of Colorado, $874,827; Raton
Water Works company of New York,
$75,000, all on construction
account;
Frank E. Jennlson, $135,999, in ex
change for his Interest in the firm of
E. D. Shepard & Co.; Northeastern
Coal company, $9,200; Sarah S. Houston, Conshohoeken, Pa., $7,311. There
are fifty other creditors whose claims
are less than $2,100 each.
Assets of Shepard
E. D. Shepard has individual liabili
ties $1,000 loan on life Insurance policy, and assets $6,516, consisting of a
note of Henry A. Ensign $6,000;
shares of stock, $350; carriage, $50;
cosh in bank, $16 watch and stickpin,
$100; for which exemption is claimed.
'
His life is insured for $22,500.
Henry A. Ensign has individual li
abilities $4,637 and assets $4,030, con
sisting of an automobile at Raton, $4,- 00; watch, $20 and pins $10. Of his
liabilities $1,400 is for statuary and
$2,450 for pictures to four creditors In
London, one In Liverpool and one in
Detroit, Mich.
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Spokane, Wash., Aug. 9. That the
time between each convention of the
Nartional Irrigation congress is practically wasted, because of the lack of
business-lik- e
plans of procedure, was
declared by R. Inslnger, chairman of
the board of control, at the opening
of the meeting of the seventeenth
RICE IS NOT INJURED
congress this morning.
BY SECOND ESCAPADE
He said the possibilities for ad
Irrigation are badly crippled
San Bernardino, Calif., Aug. 9. Ed vancing
lack of method and lack of coward Rice, the New Mexico fugitive, by
operation between the executive
who escaped from the county hospital tlAnria find tihe hoard of control.
This
here last Wednesday shows little evid statement is the forerunner of 8
ence of having been injured by his change in the constitution of the consensational stunt, his 'wound having gress which will give it the latitude
troubled him but little since, arid when desired.
Governor Hay, of Washington, weldressed today by Dr. D. C. Strong, It
He was folwas found to be in good condition, and comed the delegates.
Bars-tow- ,
showing evidence of healing. It is the lowed by President George E.
chorus
The
Texas.
of
will
Spokane
doctor's belief that the prisoner
eventually recover. Rice insists that of 250 voices sang the Irrigation Ode.
he is wanted for the Las Vegas crime
Clash It Certain.
of stealing and forging time checks
The pending clash between the naonly. He will be tried in this county tional resource policies of the Roosefor shooting an Indian trailer through velt administration
and prithe arm at Needles, after he had made vate enterprises was forecasted, when
his escape from ; Sheriff Romero of Mayor N. S. Pratt, of Spokane, charg-- .
'
Las Vegas.
ed that private capital was being used
to Impede the work of the govern
OLD VETERANS GATHER
ment ' This question bids fair to beAT SALT LAKE CITY come a predominating factor of the
present congress. Merest Is centerSalt Lake City, Aug. 9. Veterans of ed on the utterances expected from
trie G. A. R. took possession, of the Gifford Pinchot and Secretary Ballln-ge- r,
who are expected to attack the
city today. Most of the day was spent
in renewing, old acquaintances and In demand that all possible lands be
canvassing for votes' for new officers. thrown open for entry.
It is a hard struggle for the 1910 en
Nearly three thousand delegates
campment. It Is estimated 50,000 vis are attending the congress, every
itors will arrive by Wednesday morn .State and territory being represented,
as well as foreign countries.
ing.
d

AN

EXPIRES SUDDENLY

OF HEMORRHAGE ON STREET
The body of Mrs. Esquibel was first
Mrs. Gertrudis Esquibel, an aged
Mexican woman, was found dead Sat- taken to the morgue of J. C. Johnsen
& Son, where an inquest was held yesurday night about 10 o'clock In front
terday
morning, the verdict of the ot- of the residence of Col. W. H. Seewald

on Fifth street, Just opposite Hilliste
park., The body was discovered by
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goldstein as they
were going home and the fact was
Immediately reported to police headquarters.
Night Officer Ed. C. Ward and Night
Watchman Con Dennis were summon
ed to the scene, Dennis remaining with
the body until Ward had summoned
of Police Ben Coles, who came
rhief
Is
lins
not to be surrendered to the
few
minutes later, with City Physia
local authorities.
C. Gordon.
C.
cian
While the evidence against Collins
Upon examination it was found that
here is strong, at the same time It is
death by
of a purely circumstantial character. the deceased had met sudden
The only thing thus far that can be a fatal hemorrhage, causing strangulathere were no marks or bruis
proved against the highwayman Is tion,
on
es
the
body or other evidence of
that he was in this city the night the
found the woman lay
violence.
When
crime was committed, and was one of
as would Indicate
a
such
in
position
three men who visited the Meridian
restaurant on Railroad avenue several that she had made an attempt to reach
before
times preceding the shooting of the fence for support but fell
was no attempt
Baker. While the officers are 'rea- reaching it. There
made at robbery as the groceries she
sonably certain that Collins is the
a
man who killed Baker, to prove th at was taking home, together with
small purse containing $2.25, lny nenr
the place where she had fallen.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Couer d' Alene, Ida., Aug. 9.
Swarming around the great net covered cage, in which the drawings were
made, thousands of men and women
waited anxiously to learn the result of
the lottery drawings today. Helen
Hamilton, 12 years old, niece of the
mayor of Couer d' Alene, was blindfolded and carefully approached the
great mass of envelopes, all alike, and
picked out the first choice. After the
envelope had been examined to see
that the regulations had been complied with, the result was announced
to the crowd.
The Lucky Ont
Isidore Selig, of Myrtlg Creek, Ore.,
drew the first number; John
of Spokane, the second; Chas.
G. Cornwell, of Spokane the third, and
Heran .Neubauer, of South Tacoma,
the fourth.
Fifteen hundred applications will be
drawn today and the came number tomorrow.
Before all the fifteen hundred had been drawn today the little
girl was almost exhausted and was
relieved by Harriett Post, o Spokane,
and Christine Donlan, of Missoula.
Some quarter sections to be drawn
are valued at from $15,000 to $20,000
each.
.One Chance In 400
There is only one chance in 400 of
securing land in the Couer d' Alene
reservation. The 105,000 applications
for lands in the reservation were
spread on a canvas sheet and
oughly mixed with a potato Bhovel.
After the drawing, all the applications will be opened and sent to
Any
Washington for comparison.
winner found to have placed a duplicate application in the list will be
disqualified.

'
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George E Parkhurst, a native of
New Jersey, who has been residing In
Las "Vegas for about a year and a
half, during which time he has been
manager of the El Dorado hotel, has
taken French leave, leaving behind
nothing that would lead to his where
abouts.
Mm. Sarah L. Stoner, who owns the
El Dorado hotel, was not reimbursed
by Parkhurst with the usual monthly
allowance for maintaining the build
ISIDORE
OF
MYRTLE ing, she, being compelled at last to
SELIG,
take legal steps to secure her rent
CREEK, DRAWS FIRST HOMEOn
August 2nd papers were served on
STEAD
Parkhurst for forcible entry and un
lawful detainer.
There was dispute in the court as
THOUSAND
ARE ON BAND
to whether such a notice was lawful, as
Parkhurst had not been given legal
GREAT THRONG ATTENDS COUER service. The court overruled this moD" ALENE RESERVATION
tion and counsel for Parkhurst served
notice of appeal.
LOTTERY
,
Some time between that time and
this, presumably last night, Parkhurst
GIRL TICKS flUT NUMBERS made his getaway. The amount
of his indebtedness to Mrs. Stoner
was $112.00. The El Dorado has not
FOR- - closed, but is still running under the
FIRST CLAIM VERITABLE
management of Mrs. Stoner.
TUNE, BEING VALUED AT

.
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oner's jury being as follows:
Verdict of Coroner's Jury
We, the undersigned, Justice of the
peace, and jury who sat upon tho in- -'
quest held this 8th day of August, A.
D., 1909, 6f the body of Mrs. Gertrudis
Esquibel found in PrecincfNo. 29, San
Miguel county, lew Mexico, find that
the deceased came to her death by reason of a hemorrhage of the lungs,
causing strangulation.
D. R. MURRAY, Justice of the peace.
Jury, J. Scott Duncan, jr., Chaa,Kel-ly- ,
Geo. E. Morrison, Juan Ortegas

io

Romero", C. McClanahan.TMr
Mrs. Esquibel was about forty-fivyears of age and was well known 'in
e

East Las Vegas, having been employed
in 'the household of many Las Vegans
in years past as a domestic. She was
a widow,' her husband, Flores Esquibel, having died In Albuquerque about
two years ago She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Benedito Peralta.
After the Inquest the body was removed to theliome of the daughter on
the Wost side, where the funeral was
held this morning.

,
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RAILROADS COMPELLED TO
EMPLOY ADDITIONAL

MEN

prentices serve a three years' course.
The first year is spent In mechanical
work with the construction gangs;
the second year in the office of the
supervisor of signals; and the third
year will be devoted to outside work
on electric and other signal appliances.
For two years past the Pittsburg &
Lake Erie railroad has been testing a
car wheel that was designed by the
chief engineer of the Carnegie Steel
company.
Although the Pittsburg &
Lake Erie railroad carries an unusually heavy freight traffice, the wheel
has stood up so well under the xrying
service, that the company has announced that It will build a $3,000,000
plant at Homestead, Pa., for the exclusive manufacture ' of the new
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MORE ABOUT THAT
SANTA FE WRECK

(Denver Post.)
"They can suppress the facts as best
they may, but that wreck on the Santa
In common with increased ship- his liabilities, with no assets. Among
Fe road, which occurred at Byron,
ments of coke and coal, the rallroaJs the creditors are a number of Las
miles west of Holly, last Friday,
eight
are employing additional men In Vegas merchants.
was a bad one," Bald a Denver man
In
than
numbers
time
at
Clemente Padilla returned here yes
larger
any
who reached this city eight hours late
the past two years. Brakemen.
terday from. Domingo, where he had
on a Santa Fe train.
Smoke a "Rothenberg." The aristo
em en and switchmen are in good been in charge of a grading outfit in
"I notice It Is claimed that the endemand, and the Colorado & South- the employ of the Santa Fe.
gineer and fireman of the California
ern has put between twenty and
J. H. Davidson, an assistant chem
flyer that ran Into the coal train, escrat of cigars.
on
local
runs
Trinout
of
the
ist
the
Fe
for
in
Santa
thirty
company
without
caped
none
and
that
of
injury
idad within the past ten days. A Topeka, was a passenger on No,
the passengers was seriously hurt
, week ago sixteen new men were put
yesterday as far west as Raton.
Well, I don't see how the engineer and
We blend the choicest Havana leaf
to work, and so heavy was the deW. H. Brewer, assistant to" General
fireman escaped, for the engine was
mand they were not even announced Manager A. G. Wells, of the Santa wheel.
"The railroads have a new ind pe- skinned right down to the bone.
on the board, as Is the custom at or- Fe Pacific, wts en route for Los
"The freight train had pullet In on
culiar
problem," said an official at
men
to
were
and hire the most skilful cigar-make- rs i
9
times.
No.
on
last evening.
,More
dinary
put
Angeles, Cal.,
m
the
to
let
the
siding
flyer go by, but
work last Monday morning, and
U. Mudge, third vice president Atchison, Kansas, recently. "It is the
i
through the most gross and criminal
others were hired during the week.
of the Rock Island, who is on a camp- section foreman problem. , On atcoi-nThe Denver & Rio Grande is also ing trip to the Pecos, accompanied by of the small wases paid to section carelessness, three cars were left
the country to roll "Rothenbergs."
on .the main line. The engetting a goodly share of the toke his family, has taken out a fishing foremen young man ire enteritis i!ie standing
other departments of railroad service. gine of the flyer tore into these cars,
business and has accordingly increas- license.
coal for 500 feet and digging
its
ed
force of trainmen and switchMyer Hurley, general grievance man and whenever a veteran section fore- scattering
men In proportion. The larger num- - for the B. of L. E., arrived at the man dies there is difficulty in finding a trench in the earth sixty feet long.
Sold la 10c
ber of the employes of the latter road, Castaneda last evening from Argen a man willing to take his place. The The engine, tender and the baggage
car were reduced to scrap Iron and
and a
however, run out of Pueblo and points tine, Kansas, stopping off at Raton Union Pacific railroad has been com
north.
pelled to establish a school to edu splinters, and smashed trunks were
en route.
,
2 lor 25c sizes
The action of the Colorado & SouthMrs. B. P. Williams, whose husband cate young men for the duties of sec scattered for one hundred yards.
Then the poor passengers were
ern in Increasing the force is of direct is a Santa Fe bridge foreman at tion foremen, and many officials have
benefit to Trinidad, as most of the Raton, came to the city last evening concluded that the scale of wages paid compelled to make the best of It out
Rothenberg. & Schloss
men make their homes and receive on a visit to relatives, accompanied to section foremen will 'have io be there on the prairie and wait for hours
half-miland
hours
while
a
was
track
One
raised.
or
are
railroads
two
their pay checks there.
by her son.
Co..
laid around the wreck. Our train,
In connection with' the increase of
Engineer Fred McQuiddy was in trying to induce college youths to which followed
the flyer, was also de
business on the lines, the talk of the city yesterday from Lamy, where train for the service perforruvl b
layed. We passengers couldn't find
Denver, Colorado
line he is at the throttle on a ballast section foremen."
building the Walsenburg-Pueblout
from
the
how
trainmen
many
peo
the
month
of
116,000
(During
has been revived and with it the talk train that plies between that junction
July
messages were handled at the Santa ple had been killed or anything about
of a Colorado and Southern line to and Albuquerque.
it. But we felt morally certain that
Denver. The heavy traffic south is
Engineer Chris Gemmecke, who Fe relay office in La Junta, the larg some
were killed and we agreed that
number
since
est
when
cut-of- f
1907,
October,
on
Santa
the
on
had
Fe
and
been
tracks
the
Belen
overtaxing
duty
over discharge has left her head and cars
the
loss to the road would ent, that through their travels,
pecuniary
the
knocked
money panic
everything
the time is not far distant when the for several months, 'has returned to
of two hundred miles still affected.
the
mountains,
be
not
less
than
60,000."
Hill road will have a line of Kb own La Junta and been assigned to duty endways in the business and financial
or more, they never say one young tur
world. This business was handled by
clear across Colorado.
out of that place.
Granulated Sore Eyes Cured.
key , They did see, however, the
The coke business between TriniConductor C. H. Barry, of the fourteen operators as compared to
"For twenty years I suffered from a
of a great many deer which iiaj
MINERAL HILL NOTES
e
who were in the employ
dad and Pueblo and also north, to Santa Fe branch, Is indulging himself twenty-threbeen killed by mountain lions; and also bad case of granulated eore eyes,
the Montana copper smelters Is heav- in a brief respite from duty, Conduct of the relay office at this point durone calf that had been killed and part
Boyd of Henrietta, Ky. "In
ier than It has been in over two or a. M. Bowen Having gone over ing the latter part of 1907, and in
(Special Correspondence.)
February, 1903, a gentleman asked me
ly eaten by a bear.
to try Chamberlain's Salve. I bought
years, with every prospect that it from this city to relieve him tem consequence life has been rather Said the lion to the hunter,
s
Mrs. Cousins, whose husband is in- one dox ana usea a Dour,
strenuous in the Jerked lightning
oi
will be still further increased to the porarily.
Just you stop
gay,
It and my eyes have not given me any
in
Leonard
terested
the
and
Cousins'
world.
As
all
of
Said
these
had
the hunter to the lion,
Mrs. W. K. Etter, wife of the
messages
capacity of the roads.
Saw Mill company, had, a narrow es trouble since." This salve is for sale
We're going to have our say!
Santa Fe's division superintendent at to do with Santa Fe passenger and
all dealers.
from a bolt of lightning during a by
cape
RAILROAD NOTES.
Wellington, Kansas, arrived in the freight traffic, says the La Junta Trib- Said the lion to the
hunter.
recent
electrical 's'orm. The main bolt
route city last evening on a visit to Mr. and une, it is an indication that we are on
Leroy Helfrlch, a Wells-FargA man's opinion of himself Isn't goWhat's the matter any way?
struck a large pine tree that stood
agent, reached the city yesterday Mrs. F. B. January. Mrs. Etter Is a the eve of a revival of. business in Said
to have much Influence In getting'
ing
the
hunter
to
the
Hon,
near the door. The tree was split in- him
all lines over the country, and La
from his headquarters in Trinidad.
sister of Mrs. January.
into heaven.
It's the bounties they won't pay.
to three pieces, leaving the heart a
Conductor John Qulgly visited town
Engineer John Littleton has ar Junta will have hers eventually, withmass of splinters. At the same time a
yesterday from San Domingo, out of rived in La Junta from the Helen ent-of- out the peradventure of a doubt.
People with chronic bronchitis,
Messrs. Fisher, Naylor and Brlte portion of the bolt came In at the open
J. W. Lee, a Rio Grande brakeman,
which place he has charge of a tie
where he has been running for a
and lung trouble, will find great
have
returned after a most successful doer and passed r,ut through the winrun.
month or more. He was summoned saved Carl Arthur, aged fourteen.
relief and comfort In Foley'a Honey
catch
fish.
of
also
an
dow
They
near where Mrs. Cousins was
report
Two freight crews have been laid home on account of the serious ill- from perhaps sudden death, four
and Tar, and can avoid suffering by
abundance of wild strawberries.
standing. Mrs. Cousins was partially commencing to take It at once. O. O.
off here indefinitely, those of Con- ness of his father, who is not expect- miles west of Florence, Colo., the
Mr.- Fisher informs
your correspond stunned, and the tremendous electrical scnaerer ana Kea uross Drug (Jo.
other day. . Lee was ridine on the
ductor J. Council and Conductor W. ed to live.
F. Hetzler.
Jay G. Klrste, day cashier at the pilot of the engine, which was run
Miller's bridge gang has shifted Harvey house at La Junta, Colo, has ning thirty miles an hour, and on
from Chapelle to Rowe Station, where left that city for El Taso, Texas, rounding a curve saw young Arthur
his boarding train has been pulled where he has been offered a similar about 100 yards ahead, walking in
onto a siding.
If the middle of the track. Le signalposition with the same people.
F. B. Sanford, a special commercial the place is satisfactory he expects ed the engineer, who had shut off
the steam and had applied the airagent of the Santa Fe, headquarters to locate permanently.
"J
Patterns
Jn Topeka, arrived here last evening
Delineator
were
E3TABLk3HED
inaugu- brakes, but too late. The engine was
Cantaloupe shipments
too
fast to stop. Lee, realizing
from Trinidad.
rated during the past week from vari- going
Conductor S. A. McDonald
and ous points in the Arkansas Valley, that in order to save the boy's life he
crew deadheaded to Albuquerque yes but all of the consignments consisted must act quickly, grasped the pilot
terday to take charge of the work of Just a few crates. Carload ship- firmly with one hand, and, leaning
train between that city and Bern- ments will not be on much before the forward, swept the boy from the
track with the other hand just In time
alillo.
latter part of this week.
William S. Heydt, formerly emSo rapid has been the extension of to escape death under the wheels of
The boy suffered slight
ployed on the Santa Fe at this place block signaling on the lines of the the engine.
as a locomotive engineer, tow of Pennsylvania' railroad that It has es- scratches in rolling down the em
Wellington, Kans., who has filed a pe- tablished eignal schools to train men bankment, but was otherwise unhurt.
Mounted Officer Rusk and Special
tition In bankruptcy, gives $5R5.40 as specially for the signal service. Ap- We find we have too many Children's Oxfords for so near the close of the Reason
have
Agent Kennedy, of .he Svi'a Fe rail
determined
to reduce the stock regardless of price. The line consists of several numbers of the
way, have succeeded In recovering
best bummer Styles, all new goods, and are neat comfortable and dressy. Remember, there is at
several hundred dollrs' wonh of
least two months yet, during which Oxfords will be worn. This fact makes the auoted crices
stolen property near Cabezon, Sando
especially attractive.
Do yon feel weak, tired, despondent, have frequent head
val, which they declare was stolen
aches, coated tontfue, bitter or bad taate in morning,
box
.from
cars in the Santa Fe rail"heart-burn,- "
The line includes
belching of gai, acid rising. In throat after
way yards at Santa. Fe. In the loot
following leathers-eating, stomach gnaw or burn, foul breath, dizzy spells,
which the robbers or their agents had
poor or variable appetite, nausea at times and kindred
symptoms P
disposed of near Cabezon, were phonographs, manodlins, hats, caps, it vaIf you have any oootlderttbla number of the
above symptoms yon are suffering from biliousriety of dry goods and other merchanness, torpid liver with indigestion, or dyspepsia.
dise, the value of which is not fully
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery ia mad
known to the officers. The recovery
up of the most valuable medicinal principles
of the goods was made on information
known to medical science for the permanent
cure of such abnormal conditions. It is most
furnished by the police of Albuquerque
efficient liver invigorator, stomach tonic, bowel
as the result of developments followin plain Oxfords and anile strape Oxfords, worth regular $l.So", $1.65, $1.85 and'$2.00
regulator and nerve strengthened
pair.
ing the arrest of Florencio Pfeiffer,
The Golden Medical Discovery" is not a
medicine or secret nostrum,
now held in the Bernalillo county
jail,
a full list of its ingredients beinf printed patent
on its
and attested
charged with assaulting Mrs. Goldie
under oath. A glance at these will show that it contains no alcohol, or harm-fu- l
g
fluid
is
It
a
drugs.
extract made with pure,
Majoribanks. Whether or not Pfeifd
glycerine, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical,
fer is connected with the freight car
while they last, for only
forest plants. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo,
N. Y. robbery the officers 'Inil'oe to
It is stated that other arsay.
rests will be made in Albuquerque
en-gi- n
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AUGUST CLEARANCE SALE OF

Children s Oxfords,
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What Ails You?

-

the

Black Kid,

Red,

if

Tan,

Patent Leather
YOUR CHOICE

bottle-wrapp-

habit-formin-

triple-refine-

$1,00 Per Pair
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toy Mexico College
OF AGRICULTURE

MM
MALL
Administration Building

AND MECHANIC

"To

ARTS

Liberal and
promote
'
Practical Education."

HAOLEY

MORRILL ACT

or I at,Z)

Beaidea th counfi
in Asncultws and Engineering, th
couefe ones also ine rouawrog:
The depart meat accupiea an entire floor,

Household Economics (foi prU).

nine rooms, in one of the new building.
The loom J this department include well ennipwd
,
room,, cooling laboratory, titchm,
fiBU)g loom, oftoe. notation end tea rooma,
Mcr w HaH (the aula' dommory) aifcrcU a delightful
lor young women atudenb under the care at a Dean of Women and a Matron.
Stenography and Spanish Stenography. There is always

borne

15

a demand
for food stenographer, especially those who can write Spanish Shorthand.
Business. College vA secondary courses designed to prepare lor businem Lie
in stc r, bank or office.
General Science. A
college course.
course equal to that of the best city high schools.
Preparatory, A four-ye- ar
classes
of lower grade for students over sixteen.
Special

The best place for the student who must work hi way through coHege. During the paat year
the college paid $4,395.03 tot student labor. 127 tudent earned all or part of their expenses.
The college has eleven buildiogB. splendidly equipped laboratone. the best library in the Territory,
family of thirty-eiginstructor,, battalion of cadets, cheap and comfortable liTing accommodation.

Write for Catalogue

W. E. GARRISON
tfci's'iaiiri

Address the President

AGRICULTURAL

COLLEGE, N. MEX.
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Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Di
arrhoea Remedy Never Known
to Fail.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,"
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since
It was first introduced to the public in
1872, and have never found one Instance where a cure was not speedily
effected by its use. I have been a commercial traveler for eighteen years,
and never start on a trip without this,
my faithful friend." says H. S. Nichols
of Oakland, Ind. Ter. For sale by all
dealers.

.
OUR FALL STOCK
of Ladies', Men's and Children's Shoes is
bow complete. Styles are exceptionally
pretty and attractive this season.
ASK TO SEE THEM

SUEDENE
for cleaning and recoloring Suede Shoes.
Makes them look like new. Comes in two
shades of brown, black and grey.

PERBOX25Cts.

Woman thinks she will be man's su
perior when she gets her rights.
Seared With a Hot Iron.
Or scalded by overturned kettle
cut with a knife bruised by slammed
door injured by gun or any other
way the thing needed at once Is
Bucklen's Arnica Salve to subdue In
flammation and kill' the pain. It's
earth's supreme healer, Infallible for
boils, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
piles. 25c at all druggists.

TRADE
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We are. now ready to take your measure for your Fall Suit. Our
new samples are here and never have we had a larger or more attrac.

tive line.
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HOW THEY STAND.

PAROLE FROM PENITENTIARY
At the last session of the territorial
legislature there was passed what la
called a parole law, applying to pris-oneconfined in tbV New Mexico
penitentiary and the board of commissioners for the penitentiary was
.authorized to act as a parole board.
The following is a Hat of those who
have filed applications for parole under this law, and these applications
will bo considered by the board at
its next meeting at Santa Fe on
August 12:
Oscar Herbert, from Chavea county, for assault with deadly weapon.
Luis Castro, from San Miguel county, larceny from dwelling house.
Howard Ringo, from Eddy county,
for burglary, larceny and receiving!
stolen property.
Ren Roberts, from Socorro county,
for unlawfully drawing and flourishing deadly weapon.
Arthur Mattney, from San Miguel
county, for breaking seal on car and
larceny.
Fred Ritter, from Roosevelt county,
for forgf-ry- .
Isidoro Arellano, from Dona Ana

rs

county, for voluntary manslaughter.
Antonio M. Archuleta from Taos
county for murder.
Jose Sails, from Valencia county,
for murder.
Abran Miller, rom Lincoln county,
for unlawfully killing cattle.
Maximlano Ramirez, from Dona
Ana county, for assault with deadly

National League.
Won.Lost.Pct.
Pittsburg
Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St. Louis
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Boston

...6S
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.693
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27
30
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54-3-
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48
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35
26

48
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61
71
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Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhea Remedy
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CHARLES ILFELD

Distributing Agents of
J no. Deere
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STOCK FENCE
Genuine Glidden

BAKU WIRE
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M.
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Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

CLAYTON HAVE TWO WIVES?

'

Wholesale House

Can always be depended upon.

--

MARSHAL

La

Quickly Cured.

Durinc the summer months children
American League.
are subject to bowel disorders and should
Won.LosLPct.
weapon.
receive the most careful attention. As
62 38 .620 soon as any unnatural looseness of the
Estanlslado Sals, from Bernalillo Detroit .,
60 40 .600 bowels is noticed Chamberlain's Colic,
Philadelphia
county, for murder.
59 44 .573 Cholera and Diarrhea Rm1y should be
Boston
Pedro Jose Martinez, from Rio Argiven. Costs but 25 cents a bottle, and
52 49 .615 it is
Cleveland
riba county, for murder.
economy to always keep a bottle
3
61 .485 handy. Yon do not know when it
Juan Medina, from Guadalupe coun- Chicago
may
47 62 .475 be needed, but when yon do want it you
New York
ty, for murder.
want
it
a
Get
bottle
badly.
today.
.439
James Gonderman,
from Colfax St Louis
j.. 43 65
294
72
..30
county, for assault with deadly weap- Washington
on.
Second game
"R. 1L E.
Western League.
100 000 0001 9 1
Boston
Ramon Montoya, from Lincoln
WonL.Lost.Pct. Pittsburg ..."....110 100 OOx 3 7 0
county, for larceny of a horse.
.593
57
Moore and Graham; Willis and Gib
Wm. E. Mauller, from Chaves coun- Des Moines
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Sioux City
ty, for forgery.
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Score
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R. H. E.
.505 St. Louis
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kill
intent
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400 001 2007 11 1
Intent to rob.
.495
46,
John Lewis Reynolds, from San Topeka
Beebe,
Melter, Laudermilk and
.408 Bliss; Mathewson and
40
Pueblo
Miguel county, for murder.
Myers.
.340
33
Len Reeves, from Dona Ana coun- Lincoln
Score
R. H. E.
210 000 OOx 3 2 1
ty, for assault and robbery.
Chicago
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Brooklyn .......000 000 0022 6 1
Reulbach and Archer; Rucker and
'
National League.
Berger, Marshall.
Boston at Pittsburg.
Score
R. H. E.
000 000 0011 7 3
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Brooklyn at Chicago.
"
New York at St Loula.
1
Philadelphia ....000 000 1012
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
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and Dooln.
American League.
American League.
Chicago at Boston.
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Stanage, Schmidt
claimed had been her husband for woman,
R. H. E.
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four years was murdered by Frank
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Score- R. H. E.
the alleged wife's story that they Chicago
ed Wednesday In the Chronicle-News- ,
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Brooklyn ...,'...000 000 0000 3 4 Washington
were
to
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Some
visit.
a
going
are wondering how Mrs. Pete Barker of
Brown and Archer; Mclntyre and St. Louis
010 000 0001 6 4
the people down there became Inand her three children could be visi
and
Waddell
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matter
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the same time be in Trinidad at the
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- New York
as
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life,
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Hotel Coronado awaiting her husband
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Raleigh, Lush and Phelps; Wlltz
R. H. E.
N. M.
ton.
Idaho.
to accompany her to
and Myers. '
001 102 002 e 11
Omaha
The woman, who registered at the
Score
R. H. E, Lincoln
....000 010 0001 5 1
Coronado as Mrs. Pete Barker, last CATRON SELLS BIG
XMnclnnati
200 000 0002 6
and Creighton; Lower and
Nagel
Tuesday morning, a few hours before
10
Philadelphia ....201 100 002--Gonding.
Barker was shot in Clayton, 6aid
PIEDRA TIMBRE GRANT
'
Score
Spade, Dubuc and McLean; Corrl
R. H. E.
that she was awaiting the man to
don and Dooln.
010 010 0103 10
Wichita
accompany her on a vacatiqn trip.
Western League.
Pueblo
100 000 0012 9
Another big sale of a land grant In
Clayton people saw Barker put the
Score
H. E
Brennan
R.
and
Weaver;
Galgano and
New
Mexico was consummated at Den
petite blonde on board the Colorado
Wichita
.200 000 0002 11
Mitze.
and Southern train that morning, but ver Saturday last when O. B. Crum, Pueblo
047 000 30x 14 9
Score
R. H. E.
,
none of them knew who she was. She a real estate operator of that city, act
Score
000 000 016 17
R. H. E. Topeka
was a stranger In Clayton and had
000 200 0002 7 0 Denver
001 000 072 10
ing as agent for Thomas B. Catron of Sioux City
there but a few days when sent Santa
000
Omaha
011 0013 7 1
Wasson, Adams and Haley: Kauf
sold
Piedra
Lumbre
the
Fe,
1
by Barker.
Alderman and Towne; Hollenbeck man and Henry.
When called upon at the Coronado grant in Rio Arriba county, comprising and Cad man.
Score
R. II. E.
lotel and told that the man she claim- 50,000 acres to A. L Parsons, of the Score
102 000 20x 5 10
R. H. E. (Des Moines
ed was her husband, had been shot Parsons Land company, of Freeport, Des Moines
200 410 20x 9 14 3 Sioux City
000 010 0023 8
hours before, 111. The price paid was in excess of Lincoln
and killed twenty-fou- r
010 000 2025 9 5
Lange and Lewis; Johnson and
Mrs. Barker broke down and wept, $150,000.
Miller and Lewis; Farthing and Ma Towne, Shea
This'is the second big sale of lands son.
walking the floor and moaning in her
grief. So pitiful was she that she re- owned by Catron, he having disposed
Score
American Association.
R, H. E.
ceived all sorts of attention and con- of his equity in the Tierra Amarilla Denver
....200 001 1015 9 7 At St. Paul First game: Columbus
sideration from the people about the grant only recently for $1,000,000. Cat- Topeka
201 010 1106 8 1 2; St. Paul 7.
ron at one time Is said to have ownhotel.
At St Paul Second game: St. Paul,
Olmstead, Wasson and Haas;
She stated positively that she had ed 2,500,000 acres of lands, principally Wright and Henry.
3; Columbus, 4,
been married for four years to Barker old Mexican land grants, and enjoyed
At Kansas City Kansas City, 0;
'
but they had no children. This little the distinction of being the largest InAmerican Association.
Louisville 2.
woman is blonde and very young. dividual land owner In the United
At Kansas City Second game:
At St Paul First game: St Paul
.
I
The real Mrs. Barker, or .the one States.
; Toledo 3.
Kansas City 2; Louisville 3.
The purchaser of the tract mentionwho the Clayton people know, is bruSecond game: St. Paul 1; Toledo
ToAt Minneapolis First game:
nette, has been married for a num- ed wIl irrigate a considerable portion
ledo 2; Minneapolis 8.
ber of years to Barker and they have of it and will develop some of it as a
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 6; Louis
At Minneapolis Second
game:
three children.
mining district. Gold has been discov- ville 2.
(
Minneapolis. 4; Toledo, 2.
The woman who claimed to be Mrs. ered on some portions of it, and placer
At Milwaukee Milwaukee, 6; In
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis 6;
'
Barker, stated that she would return gold mining la now carried on with Columbus 7.
dianapolis, 1.
to Clayton on the evening train Wed some success'.
At Kansas Cly First game: Kan
sas City 5; Indianapolis 4.
Washington's Plague Spots.
Second game: Kansas City 2; In
Lie In the low, marshy bottoms of
3.
dianapolis
the Potomac, the breeding ground of
malaria germs. These germs cause
New Mexico Games.
chills, fever and ague, biliousness,
R. H. E.
At Albuquerque
jaundice,
lassitude, weakness and gen
of
the
and
skin
is
In
pore
gland
Every
the necessary work of Albuquerqueemployed
3 4 5
eral debility and bring suffering and
preserving its smooth, even texture, softening and cleansing it, and regulat8
6
5
ing the temperature of our bodies. This is done by an evaporation through Ulup
death to thousands yearly. But ElecBatteries
each tiny outlet, which, goes on continually day and
Albuquerque: Weekes, tric Bitters never fail to destroy them
night. When the blood
becomes Infected with humors and acids a certain
of
these Hidalgo and Pena; Gallup:- Bazell and and cure malaria troubles. "They are
percentage
impurities also pass off with the natural
and their sour, fiery
the best
tonic and cure for
nature Irritates and inflames the skin, andevaporation,
dries up its natural oils, causing Chatfield.
malaria I ever used," writes R. M.
At Socorro Socorro 6; Belen 12. James
pimples, bolls, pustules or some Itching rash, or hard, scaly skin affection.
of Louellen, S. C. They cure
8. S. S. cures skin troubles of every kind by neutralizing the acids and Batteries Socorro: Zengerle and Hilstomach, liver, kidney and blood troud
removing the humors from the blood. S. S. S. cools the
circu- ton; Belen: Hendricks and Otero.
bles and will prevent typhoid. Try
lation, builds it up to Its normal strength and thickness, multiplies its
them, 50c. Guaranteed by all drugnutritious, red corpuscles, and enriches it la every way. Then the skin,
gists.
instead of being Irritated and diseased by the exuding acrid matter, is
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood.
National League.
S. S. S., the greatest of blood
The votes he didn't got look like a
expels all foreign matter and surely
R. H. E.
First game
cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, purifiers,
Salt Rheum and all other diseases and
basket of lemons to the defeated canaffections of the skin.
Boston .........000 004 0004 4 0 didate.
It removes pimples, blackheads, and other
blemishes from the skin and assists in
a good complexion. Pittsburg
001 040 Olx 6 12 2
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice restoring
desired free to all who write.
Mattern, White and Graham; Lei- No matter how long you have
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO..' ATLANTA. GA. field, Brandom and Gibson.
Foley's Kidney Remedy will help
you. Mrs. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne. W.
Va.. writes: "I was a sufferer from
OIUQIff
kidney disease, so that at times I could
not get out of bed, and whan I did, 1
could not stand straight. I took Fol
LAXATXV3
ey's Kidney Remedy. One dollar bottle pnd part f tie seeoml cured me
HOiirSYr-I- T'
entirely" It will euro you. O. U.
Cures
J
J
Cells, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Threat
Schaefer and Red Cross Dreg Co.
!)& r-- it
:
and Lunf
FrtTeats
Cisrsr-tl??fT"Trrr
"
FOH SALE 8Y Q. G. 8CHAEFER A NO RED CROSS DRU3 COMPANY
If yon read it In The Optic It's so.
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Eaat Lam Vega; H.M., Albuquerque, Mm Jiff., Tuoumomrl,
H. M., Peoom, N. M., Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
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Navajo clat;::zts

,

.,"

Retail Prices:
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a,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.

1,000

Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
'Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice. the
purity and lasting; qualities of which have made Las Ve-aamous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.

Browne &

anzaoarcs

Co.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Sssds and Sssdsrs
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps. -
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You Need Our Tan Oxfords

ESTABLISHES 1879.
PUBLISHED BY

The Optic Publishing Company
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EDITOR
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Entered at tie Poetorflce at
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VEGAS, TAKE NOTICE

It

Is gratifying to note

that the

Prof. E. J. Idd'nga, a member of
the faculty of the Colorado 6tate agricultural college, and acting field
commissioner of the Dry Farming
congress, to be held In October at
BiUtnls, Mont, left yesterday for
Santa Fe, for an lntervw with Got-eor Curry, and will go from there
to Albuquerque, to consult with Secretary H. ,B. Henlng. of the Bureau
of Immigration.
Prof. Iddlngs, on Saturday evening
at the Commercial club, addressed the
business men of this city, including a
party of prospective dry farmers who
were visiting the city, on. the subject
of dry farming. While the attendance
was Dot as large as desired, at the
same time those who were there en- Joyed the agricultural eipert'e talk
an ,earned much about dry farming
rrom a practical viewpoint,
Prof. Iddlngs especially urged the
necessity of a representative agrlcul-- '
tural exhibit from New Mexico at the
coming Dry Farming congress, and
urged a large attendance of dele
He made
gates from New Mexico.
8uffgegtlons fop the collectlon and
preparation of this exhibit, and arous'
ed considerable enthusiasm among
those of his audience, so sincere was
his talk.
It is hoped that as a result of Prof.
Iddlngs visit to Las Vegas, that steps
will at once be taken to collect and
prepare an extensive exhibit from San
Miguel county, to be sent to Billings

mayor and the city council are again
nuiAius loseiner narmoniousiy rqr
the clty'g progress. That is the on'y
way that public improvements can be
brought about. That does not mean
that recommendations and suggestions
should not be well considered and
discussed, but that after the majority
has settled "a question one way or the
other, that all pull together to enforce the mandate of the majority.
this fall.
Banta Fe Is progressing steadily, although it seems slowly at times, but VIEHLE AUTOMOBILE WINS
the day is not far distant when it
IN ENDURANCE CONTEST
will be considered as progressive and
TlfoM mmm., tfcla oftor.
B.c.ucu as ally municipality iri.
In the country, even though its in-raop!vpA th npws v wir- - that
come is small and its revenues cramp- jthe viehle automobile, for which they
ed. Santa Fe New Mexican.
are the local agents, today won an
endurance race at Algonquin, 111., makIT HURTS,
ing better time than the Moon, MaChalmers-Detroi- t,
rlon, Locomobile,
A late Issue of the Eagle, published Buick, Moline,
Columbus,
Falcar,
at the capital of New Mexico, contains Grout and Petrel, rival cars which coma trenchant and timely article on the peted in the congest, which was a
general graft and grab methods of most remarkable one, being over a hilthe Optic the only fault to be found ly country.
.
with The Eagle article being resident
in the fact that it is written in good
Paul, the young son of Mrs. 0. D.
English, therefore, more or less unin- Cheatham, who was operated on for
telligible to the alleged Optic editorial appendicitis about three weeks ago
sanctum. Raton Reporter.
at the Las Vegas hospital, was removed to the family residence today
H. S. Hanner, accompanied by Chas. in the Johnsen ambulance, havtiis alMorgan, left this morning for Tao3 and most fully recovered from the effects
vicinity orf a' business trip.
of the operation
I
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A Reminder

and You can afford to buy them

If anticipating biyiag gift. of Silver. Cut Glass. China or
Jewelry, remember we carry .only the BEST.

Per Cent Reduction

15

Just the thing for hot weather

Hedgcock's

Common Sense Shoe Store
614

o

Gorham Silver

-

(Continued from Page One)
It was on the evidence so far un
earthed, would be an extremely diffi
'
,
cult matter.
Sentence Again Postponed. ,

While Saturday was the date set for
sentencing Collins to the Colorado
penitentiary for the Pueblo crime, for
which he entered a plea of guilty, the
fact that the officers here had opened negotiations with the Pueblo of
ficers looking to Collins' return to
Las Vegas, had the effect of securing
another postponement of his sentence
until the matter could be investigated
and settled definitely. One thing is
certain, however, and that is If Collins is not brought back here to
face the charge of murder, the fact
that he is accused of committinR the
crime may have something to do with
the sentence the Colorado court will
give him for holding up a street car
there. The penalty in Colorado for
highway robbery is from five years
If Collins
to life imprisonment.
should be given a long prison term
there, then it is probable the local "authorities would) be satisfied to allow.,
him to serve out his sentence, rather
than to go to the trouble and expense
of bringing him here to face a charge
of murder, backed only by circum
stantial evidence.
Faces Life Sentence.
Regarding the latest developments
in the case, the Pueblo Chieftain of
Sunday says:
"That C. C. Collins, the Pueblo street
car robber, is one of a gang of three
men who held up a restaurant at Las
Vegas, N. M., and killed the pro
prietor, is the belief of Sheriff Cleofes
Romero of Las Vegas. Sheriff Romero
has informed Sheriff McMillan t,ht

-

.m

Douglas Avenue.

mm suspect

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.
Take advantage of our 1909 CASJI DISCOUNT offer.
saves yoa ten PER CENT on your purchase.
-

R.

J.

TAUPERT;

Jeweler and Optician.

E. Las Vegas, N. 11.

be can positively identify Collins as
one of the suspects, and for that reason the sentencing of Collins was postponed for a week.
"Collins has pleaded guilty and was

MARKET

to be sentenced yesterday. It is hardly
probable that he would be turned over
to the Las Vegas authorities, but his
record there might have considerable
to do in determining the sentence be
such
will receive here. For a hofd-uas Collins perpetrated he can be sent to
the penitentiary for a term of anything
from five years to life, and it is hardly
probable that he will escape with a
very light term.
."The Las Vegas officers will, in all
probability, come to Pueblo to see Collins and if he proves the right man,
to obtain information which would
lead to the arrest of h(s partners in
(he murder.
"During the week, the sheriff has also received information that Collins
probably has a bad record in the northwest and this too Is being investigated.
"In the arrest of Collins" the officers
believe they caught a desperate and
dangerous, man. Collins was caught
through leaving his grip at the Manhattan bar. Officer Evnjis was informed of the grip and he with Night Captain Yund worked on the case until
they succeeded in capturing Collins.
Collins was a careful operator, but he
made a bad slip when he took chances
of being recognized and must now pay
the penalty."

steers,

REPORTS.

$2.50

p

r

New York Stocks.

Copper firm..
Standard spot, S12.6512.80;
lead,
firm, $4.304.35; bar silver BO
call money, 1
prime paper,
Mexican dollars, 44; AmalAtchison $120
gamated, $85 '3-Southern
New York Central, $140
Union Pacific, $204;
Pacific $135
Steel, preferred, $126
Steel, 77
Aug.

York,

Douglas Aveuue.

GOO

St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Aug. 9. Wool steady; territory western mediums 2328; fine
mediums 2224; fine 1319.

New

It

9.

7--

2

44

3--

3--

3--

$4.006.20;

western

cows.

4.50.

Hogs, 7,000; 10 to 15 lower. Bulk
sales, $7.507.75; heavy, $7.757.80;
pacuers and butchers, $7.607.80;
light, $7.407.70; pigs, $G.507.25.
Sheep 600; steady. Muttons, $4.00
lambs, $5.507.40; range
5.00;
wethers, $3.765.25; range ewes,

$3.004.75.
Provisions.
Wheat, SeptemDecember 96l-8- .
ber 98
Corn,
September, 64
December, 53
Oats, September 36
December 36
Pork. September,
$20.42
January $16.37
Lard,
11.25; October,
September $11.22
$11.20.
Ribs, September, $10.95; October $10.62
Chicago

8.

Chicago, Aug.
7--

4

3--

3--

2

Chicago
Chicago,

Aug.

Live Stock.
9. Cattle

22,000,

steady. Beeves, $4.4 0 7.50; Texas
steers, $4.005.60; western steers,
$4.006.00; stockers and feeders,
$3.005.15; cows and heifers, $2.80
6.30; calves, $5.508.00.
Hogs, 40,000; 15 lower. Light, $7.50
8.05; mixed,
$7.358.10; heavy,
$7.208.10; rough, $7.207.45; good
choice heavy, $7.458.10; pigs, $7.00
8.00; bulk sales, $7.557.90.
Sheep, 20.000. steady to 10 lower.
Native, $3.005.00; western, $3.00
5.00; yearlings, $4.705.75; lambs,
$4.507.75; westerns, $4.507.65.

Those three pilgrims who have been
seen about the city cutting weeds and
assisting in improving the streets gen

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Aug. 9. Cattle, 17,000,
erally for the past week were liberated including 6,000 southerns; steady to
Saturday evening and all having an- 10 lower. Native steers, $4.507.50
nual passes (tie passes) have departed southern steers, $3.605.15; southern
from the Meadow city and gone else cows, $2.504.00; native cowfc and
where where they might again get heifers, $2.257.00; stockers and
employment similar to that they re- feeders, $3.005.25; bulls, $3.10
ceived in Las Vegas.
4.25;
calves, $4.007.00; western

HAVE NARROW

ESCAPE
FROM SERIOUS ACCIDENT
.

Manuel Valdez and a friend, white
driving about the city Saturday night,
had a narrow escape from being injured and possibly killed. They were'
driving south on Twelfth street and upon turning into Douglas avenue went
over an embankment of several feet
the buggy almost capsizing. Had It
not been that Mr. Valdez was driving a
gentle horse a bad accident would
surely have happened.
In putting in the drain pipes at
Twelfth and Douglas the ditch in which
"the pipes were laid for some distance Is
not filled in and it is a dangerous place
especially at night, when it Is almost
Impossible to see where one Is driving.
It might be well for the city authbri-tie- s
to look Into the matter "before
some one is killed or badly injured.'
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things You'll HeedTor travel, fiohl ana Vacation Wear Jin fymln

'

Unequalled Assortments.
The fortunate ones who journey from home during the warm weather are now planning the things to be
taken with them and the things to take them in. You'll find this store wonderfully helpful in such cases. Here

are complete stocks of trunks, bags, toilet articles, wearing apparel, etc., that are so essential when one is
c
away.
We plan carefully to serve the needs of vacationists and these goods rmeet all their requirements. Sunshine and seashore meadow and mountain breezes and boats the toot of the train all alluringly invite one
to throw off the cares of eyery day life and "go away' There's more to travel, though, than taking of the ticket
and our store is now full of suggestions that will enhance the comfort and pleasure-o- f your trip.
These Offerings are Hints of How Weil We Can Serve You and at Wbat Moderate Cost.
Sturdy Trunks and Bags

i

-

for which the most ardent baggage smasher
has no terrors. Experienced travelers come
here for their luggage.
There's a reason.
The goodness of our stuff extends all the way
through. If the vacation days will bring in
their train the need for trunk or bag the place
to get them is here, the time now.
:

'

Trunks of all kinds and all sizes, strongly

You know your Wardrob

garments are made. Silk Coats, in blue, tan,
and brown, Silk striped Coats all sizes, also
Cravenettes and Auto Coats. In order to clear
quickly we have reduced these Coats to

HaUvPrice

made, doubly braced, heavy brass protected
corners, rivets go through and clinch, heavy
zinc covered bottom, some strapped, three
hinges, heavy locks best trunks made

Do not miss this

Bags, all'Jsinds

?

,

in- -

The pleasant refreshing accessories without which the kit would be incomplete are
here together with combs, brushes and other
needsv Toilet waters, talcum powders, dentri-fricesoaps, all ready for the traveler. It is
not too early to begin laying by for the days
when you catch the travel "ferrer."

There is no dress that takes the place of
the Linen Suit while traveling. Not expen- -

s,

)

35c Eastman's Talcum Powder
25c Lyons Tooth Powder
50c Eastmans Perfume
5c Bar Soap, 3 Bars
10c Bar Soap, 3 Bars . ..... .,

if you want a

COME EARLY
the best

V

V

is--

.

"

i
..- - (

Combs and Brashes'

16

....... 23c
19c
39c
;

,

'.

.12c
.19c

Per Cent Off

,

sive, easy to clean, comfortable, cool, and
stylish we have a number of these Dresses or

Suits we are going to close out at any price, for
instance, a lot of one piece Dress or Jumper,
blue or tan, some white and most of them
trimmed in buttons or braids, they are worth
$4.50 and $5.Q0.

Special
to Close

The Better Grades
i

of Quality"

black or gold (hand

;,,.,"j;,r

flf
3OiUU

i

20 per ccntoff

Your name or initials
.
work) free.

Women's Linen Suits

Rain Coat

20 per cent, off
Suit Cases aru
kind 'at

is not complete

without a Rain Coat, we show a large assortment in all the new fabrics from which these

,.

.

Toilet Articles

Women's Rain Coats

'

IL

IE;

yi
Las Vegas,
b jiV

;

it
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he-

$6.50 to 7.50, at

S5.00
AH

.)

f,

7

:

Others

One-Thi-

rd

'
Off

1

LAS VEGAS
days, tbe guests of Mr. aud Mrs. J. A.
Baker.
Rev. Fr. M. A. D. Rivera went to
Rlbera station this afternoon on a

Trustworthy

,,
visit to a sister, r
Rev. Fr. Paul jGUberon returned
this afternoon from Denver, accompaa-ieby a sister, Mary Gilberton.
Byron T.Arills and C. S. Rogers toek
advantage of the nice weather yesterday .and epent the day in the Galllnas

methods duriDg the
many years of our
dealings have proven

the wisdom of

us. While
for a busihave been
for a
tation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfactory., deal we gua-

,

;

;

canyon fishing.
E. K. Jackson is a guest at Hotel La
Pension from Chicago.; C K. Sanford
from Albuquerque; W. H., Richardson
from La Junta.

rantee that.

WINTERS

:

d

trad- -

ing with
working
ness we
working

'

..

DRUG CO.

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.
R. L. Gifford Is here from Chicago.

Antonio

G.

Gonzales left here yester

day for Albuquerque, where he will en

ter the employ of the electric light
'

there.
John H. York and A. T. Rogers, sr.,
were among those who yesterday tried
to land some trout in the Galllnas can
yon, but didn't
Mrs. Jose L. Lopez and children ar
rived in the city yesterday Irom Santa Fe on a visit to her mother, Mrs.
H. C. Monsimer.
Nepomuceno Segura, the court Inter
preter, returned here this afternoon
from Albuquerque and other points In
the lower country.
Miss Helen, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Slg Nahm, returned this afternoon fromn extended visit to relatives In Kansas City.
John Reutermann boarded the auto
stage for Santa Rosa this morning.
where ho goes to accept a position as
baker in a bakery down there.
W. N. Rosenthal, of the Rosenthal
Furniture company, departed on the
flyer this morning for Tucumcarl to
look after his business Interests there.
Miss Stella Bernard returned yester
day from a visit to friends and relatives at Casaus, N. M., and Misses Ella
and Maggie Bernard, her sisters, were
expected from California this after-

company

OAiLY.OPTtC,
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Only! 5 Cents in Ice and 5
Minutes in Time Required
to Make 100 Plates

0'
A wonderful Ice Cream Freezer
is being: shown at our Store. It
makes Ice Cream on an instant s
ou no longer have to
notice.
buy Ice Cream at the store, but
you can turn it out at home cheap--e- r
and in less time than the most
expert Ice Cream maker in the
City can do it.
The little machine is simple in
construction and requires but 5
cents' worth of Ice to make a
hundred plates of Ice Cream in
five minutes.
The cost of the machine is
moderate in fact, so cheap that
the poorest family can afford.
Only for sale at

J.

0

O

oflasYegas;

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

O

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

O

o

b. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY, Ait Cashier.

O

o

o

WEIGH THE MONEY QUESTION
carefully. You know how easy it is to spend & handred
dollars, one or two at a time. Ever think that it's just as
easy to save a handred in the same way.
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
will accept small deposits and pay interest on all sums over
5 dollars. That means when yon have saved a hundred you
also have what yonr savings have been earning for you. Your
spending causes you nothiag but regret.

is

.

0
0
0
0

o
o

C30,CC3.CD o

CUNNINGHAM, President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

0

SURPLUS

O
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o
0
o

o
0

0
,0
o
0

Las Vegas Savings Bank 0
Sa.n Miguel, Nation
0
0000 900000000000000000000000000000.
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Johnson came In from Topeka
THE ROSENTHAL
a. I B&rvk.
.'
..yesterday.
J. M. Selfers is a late arrival from
3c each for full size Jelly Glasses
Kansas 'City.
60c dz. for Mason Fruit
H. E. O'Brien arrived from Los AnJars, (pints)
'
;
; geles yesterday.
Las Tusa, Manuelitas and Penasco to have been signed by 200 persons, Ing the marshal took to bis heels,
80c dz. for Mason
a few scorching down Bridge street and
Elmer Eckert registers from Dayton,
Fruit Jars, (quarts) Blanco, reporting crops looking fine was in reality 'signed by only
had been induced to around through the alley behind the
Ohio at the New Optic.
who
Individuals
him.
traveled
road
the
by
along
00 dz. for Mason
C. E. Hartley is visiting the city
Maurice and Charles Danziger and attach their signatures and the names Winters Drug company or vicinity,
(half-galloFruit
Jars,
coron
business.
from French
Alec. Wolff left this morning for the of others appeared who never saw nor where the marshal succeeding In
on sale at
He
was
the
taken
before
whole
The
Leon Guy Is visiting his grandmoth
heard
of
the
boy.
nering
pro
petition.
Harvey mountain resort.
Mrs. Wm. Curtiss Bailey, one of the
THE ROSENTHAL
er at "Wagon Mound today.
Miss Winters, daughter of Mr. and ceeding was merely eplte work and
commissioners and after being lecor
was
E. L. Collins and P. C. Rupp are St
done
for
park
pe
political
Mrs. D. C. Winters, will leave tomor possibly
n
$2.75 For
Top Mat row
tured
effect.
Louis people In the city today.
quite severely was allowed to go
cuniary
where
morning for El Porvenir,
tresses, full size, only at m
his way pending good behavior in the
E. H. Salazar returned from Santa
will remain for a few days.
she
THE ROSENTHAL
W. Y. Black and family of La Junta, future.
Fe on. the noon train yesterday.
is
H. M. McNeace and friend. W.
spending
Colo.,
Attorney Frank Springer
Mat
17.50
$4.95 for
FALLS INTO CESS-POODrink MacBeth mineral water while
H. Rhodes and wife, Mrs. Mary
a week at Ute Park, Colfax county.
full size,
tresses,
noon.
AND IS NEARLY DROWNED Rhodes, Jos. W. Burks and
the city water Is bad and regain your
Jack King and party spent yesterday
and
family,
at
only
C. W. Dutton, postofflce Inspector
Ernest Robinson, eon of W. O. Robin health.
at Williams' ranch enjoying a cool
'
for this district, with headquarters at
Robert Akers, better known as son, will leave In the morning at day
""outing.
has returned to the Duke
"Bob" Akers, almost met death yester- break for the Rio Pueblo, where they
Cholera Infantum Cured.
Chas Ilfeld was the guest of Mr. and Albuquerque,
a brief visit to Las Vegas
after
city,
in a cess will spend two weeks on a fishing trip.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus at Trout Springs
like two years ago my
morning
by
drowning
day
"Something
and vicinity In the interest of postof
1
which was then about a ytyir
pool. Mr. Akers, who is In the em
baby,
yesterday.
flce matters.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
W. T. Stiles is at the Central hotel
ploy of the Ackerman dairy, as milk
Ernest Blood, popular and well old, was taken seriously 111 with cholW. C. Kein, a general agent for the
distributer, was making his usual call known young grocery man and solic- era Infantum, vomiting and purging
from Stigles, Oklahoma; Fred Brookes
Occidental Life Insurance company. Los Alamos, teasiog the mountain at the home of Arthur Lowe, on Third
from Chicago.
assumed the manageent profusely," writes J. F. Dempsey of
has arrived In the city1 from Albuquer lion which Col. Jones has at that street, when the accident befell him. itor, today
M.
of
Mr. and Mrs. E.
the
Bray and John
grocery
department of the Las Dempsey, Ala. "I did what I could to
que and gone across the country to place.
On entering the yard In the rear of Vegas Mercantile company. Mr. Blood relieve her but did her no good, and! '
S. Bray are at the Castaneda "hotel
Mora, accompanied by Alfonso M. Se
Mrs. Celso Lopez and children ar the Lowe home, Akers noticed a small
from El Paso.
is a
energetic young being very much alarmed about her
na, the local agent.
rived here from Santa Fe yesterday af hole about ten feet from the walk and man of good
went for a physician but tailed to find
Mrs. D. J. Devihe and son are in the
qualities and principles one,- eo came
ba"ck
a handyman ternoon on a visiting trip.
Elder Bros. &
Blahut,
formerly
Henry
cess-pool
had
rthe
told
that
and with his past experience In the Carter's store, and by
upon being
city from Springer, visiting her sister, to machinists In the local railroad
Mr. Elder recom
who
J. A. Stirrat, the photographer
caved in, went over to invest igate how grocery business no doubt will succeed mended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Mrs. J. P. McDonald.
arrived1 In town this afternoon had been viisting his family here for
and Diarrhoea remedy. I procured a
serious was the situation. He mis in hi& new position.
Louie Guerin and Mike Ellsworth shops,
enroute to Denver from Clovis, at several days, left for Amarjllo, Tex.,
bottle of it, went home as quickly as
and families epent yesterday picnick
judged hla distance and fell into the
and gave the baby a dose ot
which point he had been employed" by this afternoon, where he is doing well cess-powas
and
E. R. Allen has taken out a bird li possible
gradually going
ing In El Porvenir canyon.
the Temedy. It relieved her In iltteea
in business.
of
distance
a
the
down
to
A.
M.
M.
hobottom,
O.
Gholson
is
"the
minutes
at
Shivers
cense;
and soon cured her entirely."
Eldorado
Hammond,
Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten will
Mrs. Geo. W. Hartman reached home twelve feet,' when he managed in some W. H.
R. J. Taupert, Dr. J. D. xr sale Dy au dealers.
, telfrom La Junta; J. J. Howard from
Rhodes,
leave Raton thisi week for The Hague. this afternoon trom the ranch near mannfer of good fortune to brace him
St. Paul; G. J. Burgh from San Fran
Hess, George Lewis and William P.
Holland, where they will visit hi3 par- Ocate, where she had been spending self, and with the aid of Mrs. Lowe,
A thing hat is not to be sneezed
Cook, general hunting licenses;
Jos
cisco,
and meet Mr. and Mrs. Chris some days, with her son, Eart "Hart-man- . who was loo frightened to give very
ents,
at
appeals to the victim of hay fever.
Buckman
of
William
who
Brad
Theo. Chacon,
Denver,
eph
represents Appel
her parents, who reside in
.
much assistance, he pulled, himself oat bury of Topeka, C. L. Harris, of Soper,
Bros, on the road, returned to town Wiegand,
this city, but who are now touring the
Brother Lewis, who had been spend of ithe pool but not until he had gone Oklahoma, and Dan Crockett of El Pa
Active at 87.
this afternoon from a business trip to
,
,
continent.
This would be unusual news if men
ing a vacation here, the guest of Broth down above his waist.
so, fishing licenses, the latter being
the south.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernardo Montoya re- er Arthemian of De La Salle Institute,
and women would keep themselves
Akers is rather an elderly man and but thirteen, years of age.
Mrs. E- - A. Marsh and the children
turned to their home in Maxwell City left this afternoon for Santa Fe, the exertion of getting himself out, tofree from rheumatism and all aches
have returned to the city from an outyesterday afternoon after visiting In where he is a member of the faculty gether1 with the fright, was somewhat
Saul Rosenthal Is again in the har and pains as well as keeping their
ing trip ito M. M. McSchooler's Rock the
for a few days, the guests of of, St, Michael's college.
muscles- and joints limber with BaJ- to
city
able
was
he
However,
ness
at his l 6tand at Ilfeld's and lard'rf
exhausting.
Springs ranch.
Snow Liniment Sold 0 Center
Mr. Montoya i3 connected
relatives.
H.
and
Hunker
George
Attorney
his
route, altera garden
continue with
A. C. Erb accompanied Mrs. Erb and
DOno the worse for wear. Mr. Biock
Depot Drug Co.
with the Maxwell Supply company at family, Chester and Rl Y. Hunker and hose had been used in cleaning his Rosenthal while in
Oakland, Calif.,
the children out to Hermit's lodge this Maxwell
Mrs. Mary Vasse leave in the morning clothing temporarily.
City.
was the guest of his nephew, Louis
A m.m
is good only on the
morning, where they will spend some
Miss Tillie Swanson, matron at the for a few jjiays' outing at the Harvey
Aber, who Is better known here as suif-icno
is
cood.
Las Vegas hospital, departed this aP mountain resort.
Louis Abramowsky, who Is In the hotel
ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS.
ternoon on a vacation trip to Kansas
Mrs. H. P. Roseberry, .who Is visit
business In" Oakland, running Hotel
Telephone your news Items to The
is hot; and "all the City where she will be the guest of a ing relatives at Gascon, came down
There will be a regular drill of Com Crellin and who is doing very well In Optic, Phone Mala 2.
brother and sister. She is being re this morning to meet her husband, H.
this field.
boys" are going lieved temporarily at the hospital by P. Roseberry who arrived in the city pany H. at the armory tomorrowwillnight.
be
of
For indigestion and all stomach.
importance
Mr. Many matters
Miss Laura Reed.
this afternoon from Raton.
swimming.
Feliciano Gregorio took on an extra trouble take Foley's Orlno Laxative aa
will be necessary for
Mrs. Laura Van Cleve Black, widow Roseberry is connected with the takea up and it
either present or cargo of booze Saturday In the va it stimulates the stomach and liver and
Let your boys go, too.
of the lato Dr. B. D. Black, and the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific. every member to be
rious "Bar Harbors" around the city regulates the bowels and will positivexcused.
mother of the latter, have gone to Den- Railway Co.,, and has come down to
in cruising about trying to get to ely cure habitual constipation. O. G.
and
(jive them a couple of ver,
mothto
will
the
whence they
go
join his family and enjoy his annual
windward
the
of It fell into the roaring Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
who
recently
Gohlke,
Mrs.
Ralph
towels and a cake of ers home at Richland center, wis. vacation In .the hills surrounding Gas
the sea of Chief Coles and was given a
at
a
operation
underwent
surgical
Mr.
had been the guests here of
con. They will leave for Gascon to
Ivory Soap and let them , They
The girl who Is quick to see faults
Las Vegas hospital for injuries sus- tow line and towed Into the city bas- and Mrs. Hallett Raynolds.
morrow morning.
Is re tlle, where he remained over night and is apt to remain an old maid.
accident,
a
in
tained
runaway
Postmaster F. O. Blood and Dr. H. J.
Bert Adams and wife drove in from
well, upon appearing before Judge Murray
In the Kroenlg Gascon last evening to enjoy a few ported as getting along very
Mueller
spent,
yesterday
achieve
will
Thus
of this morning was given eight days on
extent
and
nature
you
the
considering
lakes region, angling for the speckled days In the city, Mr. Adams connect
the streets to work oft the effects of
her injuries.
a double purpose the beauties, but as far as is known there ing business with pleasure.
his cruise.
LAS VEGASSANTA EOSA
are Just as many fish there now as
J. D. W. Veeder and niece, Miss Os- station
boys will have a swim, there were before
L.
Dan
Batchelor,
lately
Is
out.
went
It
they
trander, left this morning for Santa
AUTO LINE
which is good; and a always the large ones that get away. Fe where they will remain for several agent In Las Vegas for the Santa Fe A special Pullman sleeper will be an
.
Kan- nexed to train No. 2 at Albuquerque on
of
now
resident
Is
a
company,
' bath, which is better.
Thos. A. Waldo, son of Judge H. L. days, Mr. Veeder going there on legal
Rosa auto i
The Las Vegas-Santsas City, Mo., in. which city he is August 12th for the purpose of carry'
Waldo, arrived here this afternoon business.
line
and
passenger
mall, express
the interests of a ing the New Mexico rifle team to Camp
W. M. Potsch, who was to have re looking after
from Stanley, Kansas, near which town
auto
The
now
in
is
In
operation.
Interested
who is largely
Perry, Ohio. It is with much regret
he resides on a big farm. Mr. Waldo turned to the city yesterday from his brother,G.
Strean Investment company. that Capt. L. W. Ilfeld will be unable 4 makes the round trip between
the J.
Is accompanied to the city by Mrs. visit to the Pacific coast, stopped oft
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
to accompany the team as a great deal
in Raton on a visit to his brother, B.
Waldo and their two children.
a week, Mondays, Wed- tlmea
excellent
his
had
been
Secreta
upon
and
depended
Col. Ralph E. Twifchell
this city this af
Agustin Delgado and family came Apgar, returning to
of
nesdays and Fridays.
ry Geo. A. Fleming, of the Commer shooting to bring up the standard
.
over from Santa Fe yesterday after- ternoon.
The auto leaves Murphey's drug
- the marksmen from New Mexico,
but
viceas
cial club, bave
Dr. Hess, Geo. Klnkel, Dr. Jenkins
noon on a 'visit to friends and rela
store at 7 a. m., visits both post- in
his
assistant
fact
Mexico
that
the
New
to
owing
of
the
annual,
'
and A. O. Wheeler spent yesterday at presidents
tives.
offices and leaves Winters' drug
.
territorial fair and exposition to be business, Chas Trambley, is out of the
as
Los
at
ranch
Hand
Alamos,
the
reachchild
store on the West aide for Santa
Mrs. Mitchell Miller and
for
be
will
Captain
impossible
it
October.
in
city
They
held in Albuquerque
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
ed home last evening from Anthony, sisting Buffalo Jones in taming that will
MiIlfeld to get away.
represent the county of San
in captivity out there.
at either Murphey's or Winters
asKan., whither they had been on a vis lion he has
fair
of
the
guel in. the, directorate
Frank Chaves, deputy county asses sociation.
drug stores.
it to her .father, who has been serious
Quite a bit of excitement was creat
The round trip fare Is $11; one
sor, has gone to his ranch at El Cuer
ed on Bridge street last evening when
ly 111.
about
for
will
remain
he
was
where
eeen
way $6. Each passenger Is al-marshal on the West side
J. J. Howard, of St Paul, who has vo,
There Is a city ordinance against the
on
an
lowed to carry not to exceed 25
;
weeks
down
the
Mexican
three
outing.
small
a
and
Mora
boy
per
been visiting this city
erecting tents for occupancy by inval chasing
lad
seems
the
was
that
pounds of baggage. Express pack- who
street.
left
of
It
number
Pablo
recently
a
for
Jaramillo,
years,
iodically
ids within the city limits. The city
ages are also handled and can be
himself
the
to'wn
on
mutilating
busi
had
been
as
OF
an inspector
this morning on a
amusing
for that
health officer this morning was forced
left at either of the drug etc res
Plaza
in
a
cutting
bench
the
by
park,
Las Vegas grant, has just returned to
ness trip.
r
request the removal of a healthseek-emenU'roed.
marshal
when
the
name hj same,
from a trip which Included Sapello,
P. C Rupp, a traveling representa
who had unwittingly violated this his
see- and
scene
the
the
came
boy
upon
vactive of Sloan's liniment, arrived here
ordinance by pitching a tent on a
) yesterday from St Louis and went EL DOHADO HOTEL. ant lot on Main street. He Villingly
across the country to Mora this morn
agreed to obey the ordinance.
D. B.
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lS.'; M. Fulton, of the Santa Fe re
frigerator dispatch, who will soon tran

Under New Management
Newly decorated throughout. One

block from Depot. Sample
sfer hfs headquarters to San, Francis
Denver
from
In
the
arrived
co,
city
Rooms in connection.
this afternoon...
Up
Job Danzieger, Nestor Hoffman,
Alec Wolff Will Rogers and Chas.
SPECIAL HATES'BY WEEK
iBanziger formed an auto party which
at 514 Grand Ave. - b. Lis' v eg-aspent yesterday at the Hand

las

Yews Mercantile Co.'s
620 Douglas.

'

Rates 75c and

h

Wo attention whatever was paid by
the board of county commissioners to
file petition recently filed by a few
r
We are now making the finest beer in tha So Li i. U W6St.
parties at Las Manuelitas, complaln-tturoad
that Juan F. Kavanaugh,
tome industry and telephone your orders ta cs for either
supervisor in the f irst district, had
been' neglecting thtf duties of his pc bottle beer.'
Such Is evidently not the
sition.
FHONES MAIN 67, CI and 32.
case. The petition, which purported
!

j

at the

A. H. Eeingrucbcr Brewing:
of LaLS JVcffi

s

iJOvst

ks; or
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in a hundred ways and, in ONE of Them at Least,

TO-DA-

USE

Their Revised
Views

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU
Y!

ID any one of you

meet Chester
last night at
the dance?" in
quired the girl
with the Innocent
Sid-erin- g

THE OPTIG

ADVERTISE
First Insertion 5 Cents a line

20 Cents Per Line By Week

isgMwiim4Hitii

Line By' Month,

50 Cents Per

i

i

ITK

Wherea?. Scarlet

SOON

feer

nas er.tsted

in the town and city of Las Vegas for

a year past, resulting in ths loss
FOB CENSUS OFFICEHS
of life; and,
The Optic is the medium from
Whereas, Several cases of such disWith the exception of the enumerat- ease have developed In the publ'r
which the general public may al- ors and the supervisors of the United sch ;ols of our city during the part
ways have their wants supplied.
Statee census commission, all offices In year; and.
Advertisers should remember
the census bureau this year are to be
that letters directed to initials
Whereas, Said disease is st.'ll in
filled from Washington by civil service exiscence in this
only, are not delivered through
community; therethe postofflce. If Initials are us-- examinations held In the various fore be ed they should be directed to
states and territories.
. Rolved, That this board is in favthe care of some person, Arm,
The examinations will be conducted or of adof
ting such means as may be
postofflce box or this office.
entirely independent of the local de- necessary for thi complete eradicaClosing time for classified ad- partment and the results will be an- tion of si.ch disease. That thi
city
vertisements is 12 o'clock, noon,
from Washington. The offices
nounced
phyticiau be instructed by the proper
the day ' they are handed In.
of enumerators and supervisors will be authorities
of the city of Las Vegas
Want advertisements can b8 left
filled by appointment from Washington to make a
complete
inspection of tho
at The Optic office, telephoned
upon recommendation by the president entire city, of Las
to ascertain
Vegas
to Main 2, or sent through the
of the United States on recommenda- the true
condition with reference to
mails to The Dally Optic. Cash
tion of E. D. Durand, director of the
said disease.
with ad required.
,
4 census.
That thi public schools of th city
Phono Main 2
'
This announcement Is made as the be
not opened unIl the city physician
final answer to a flood of questions
shall cer ify to this board that the
on
In
hls
de
that have been pouring
said disease has
been
ihonughly
partment ever since the beginning of
Is
or
eradicated,
under
control withobtain
to
anxious
the year, from people
out any danger of further spread re- WANTED
Furnished house, modern jobs", under the census bureau. The
therefrom ,
sult'ng
Is
announcement
likely to prove dis
improvements, good location. AdThat no pupils within the city, com
a
of
considerable
number
to
'
couraging,
dress Dr. A. G. Sturtz.
people who had thought to get a po ing from any home where said disease
has existed, can enter sail schools unsition
MEN LEARN
BARBER
through local "pull." The only
TRADE
Short time required; graduate appointive positions are those at til the said city physician sha'I give
earn J12 to $30 week. Moler Bar the very top of the ladder, and these a certificate that the said home has
beea thoroughly fumigated and disin
are to be filled from Washington.
ber college, Los Angeles.
examinations
for
the
The
cannot
positions f acted, and the re id pupil
In the New Mexico department are to spread the said disease to others. That
no pupil ;rom the outside of said
be held soon.
city
lim.'s sha!'. be permitted to enter said
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in
city schools coming from any home
STATEMENT OF FINANCES
private family with no children.
where said disease has existed, and
Modern conveniences Including bath,
From the organization of the Board such
pupil3 from without the city
electric light and furnace heat Four of Trustees of the town of Las Vegas
blocks from postofflce. Inquire Op-- administering the Las Vegas grant, limits as have heretofore attended
said schools, shall present to the
tic office.
December 1903 to August 1st, 1909.
schr,ol authorities a similar certificate
.Land Sold
$219,205.55
as above provided.
FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern
from
Ttat in case tho present ordinancss
conveniences.
Pete Murphy, 910 Royalties
ties and timber..
5,235.36
In regard to eDldemin
Fourth street.'
for
Application
city of La:-- Vegas are not effective to
1,650.90
run .tujiiNx eurmanen front room, (Deeds
carry out the sense of this resolution.
388.65
518 Columbia Leases
that the city council be requested to
opposite Library,
Income from Inave.
pasi such ordinances as will accom
vestment .....
6,373.45
plish that result.
571.24
FOR RENT OR SALE On easy pay- Discount ..
That the
and assbt
8,085.00 ance of
Salary of Trustees
ments, one
house, 923
the physicians of the city and
1,939.10 town of
Expenses
Las JVegas is hereby re126.00
Court Cost
'
quested.
216.30
FOR RENT Two large airy fsrnish-e- Attorney's fees . .,.
That thrt city physician oe request5,500.35 ed to
rooms; separate or in suite. 1059 Salary "of employees
furnish to this, board a list of
850.00
Appropriation
Sixth street
all Louse? and families where "onta- Claim settlement ........
230.00
gious or infectious diseases, . especv
4,138.52
Surveys
Office fixtures
191.90 ially scarlet fever, are or have been
present, during the past year and
Referee
fees
3,778.00
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving
also any cases that may occur in the
Taxes-'
15,868.16
and saddle horse, "also two iseated
future.
181.20
buggy and harness. Price right P. O. Publication
Ttat when such list is obtained, a
65.65
Printing
P. O. Box 38.
thereof be furnished the superincopy
Interest
1,075.95
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all a U. S. Patent
3,264.91 tendent of our sohools with a copy of
to
1,496.00 this resoktion, with instruction
scrlptlon. Notary seals and recorai Commission
see that same 1a strictly . complied
at the Optic office.
with.
Total Expense up to August
OLD newspapers for sale at The O?
Tlat a copy of this resolution bo
1909
1st,
$47,007.04
certified tu the city council t ttio
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
Total amount on hand August 1st,
city of Las Vegas and to the town
1909.
council ard board of education of the
San Miguel Countown of Las Vegas, with the
request
$ 20,000.00
ty Bonds
that they
herewith.
LOST Pair of gold spectacles, bet- Real Estate ....
2,865.00
Dated this 12th day of July, A. D.
ween Presbyterian church and resid- Certificate of De19"3.
W. G. HAYDON,
ence of Jefferson Raynolds. Finder posit
113,000.00
CHAS
TAMME,
President
receivable
kindly deliver at First National or Bills
Clerk of Board of Education
Plaza banks, or phone Main 288.
for lands' .... 43,573.99
Cash on
hand
LOST One memorandum book, leath- of Treasurer ....
If you sit down and wait for your
6,979.12 186,418.11
er covered, one memorandum book,
ship to come in don't be surprised if
cardboard flexible cover. Finder re
$233,425.15 $233,425.15 nothing but a wreck drifts in with the
turn to to Optic and get reward.
tide.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,
President.
From a' girl's point of view, to be
Signed : Frank Roy, Secretary.
able to wear small shoes Is a great
feat.
ove-

DO YOU KNOW

-

.

1'-

Help Wanted, Etc.
,

-

For Rent

.

1

...

Gal-Una-

d

For Sale

,

Lost

;

NOTICE

TO ALL WHOM
CONCERN

IT MAY

2T

'

v'c

mm.

Notice is hereby given to all whom
it may concern, that the undersigned,
was on the 30th day of July, A. D.
1909, appointed administrator of the
estate of James Baker, deceased. All
persons having claims against the
said estate mustpresent them within
the time prescribed by law.
0
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THE

"Siderlng?" abrepeated
sently
the girl with curly hair. "I don't

that

BOSS BREAD

lit-

tle man!"
remember
"I
him now," chimed
in the girl In the
blue dress, lan"He Inguidly.
sisted on seeing
card even
my
when" I told him
thai It was filled. I thought It most
annoying of him, because I really
had three vacant dances and he calmly took two. I paid him back, though.
I sat in a corner with Tom during one
of them and hid In the dressing room
Lovers of horse racing will have the opportunity of a
during the other."
"He doesn't seem to have many
lifetime at the
ideas, does he?" remarked the girl
with the flower hat "He stuck like
a bur and I thought I'd never get rid
of him. He Just sat and waited for
me to do the talking, too, and I was
almost angry enough to poison him.
So tiresome!"
"I detest a man who insists on being
noticed the way he did," said the girl
11
with the .bronze shoes.
who
and
come
from
did
he
"Where
Is he anyhow?" irritably asked the
young woman who had Just discov$6500 is offered in purses, and the prospects are good for
ered that her new gloves did not
most
the
a
imposing1 array of big stake races ever pulled off in
he
."Is
her
match
gown.
quite
the south-wes- t.
friend, of yours?"
"Gracious!" broke In the girl in blue
before the girl with the Innocent eyes
As Albuquerque this year is on the Fair circuit with Puehad a chance to answer. "Of course
blo, El Paso, Dallas, and Phoenix, she will have her pick of
not! How can you ask? Clarice
the very fastest thoroughbreds in the South-weto break the
makes It a point never to waste time
trip from the Colorado Fairs, and the Texas towns and Arizona.
on an Ineligible. I noticed as soon as
I saw him what a funny little snub
The running and harness program will be a little better
nose he had!"
than anything ever previously seen on the Albuquerque track.
"What made you ask if we had met
him?" suddenly demanded the girl
with the flower hat. "Did you meet
The latter has been improved and made the best track in
him yourself? I didn't see you
the South-wes- t,
with an enlarged Grand Stand and other addancing with him."
which
make
Traction Park the ideal racing place of the
dition,
"I didn't know he was going to be
'
South-wes- t.
.
with
the
the
girl
there," explained
I
saved
"So
hadn't
innocent Ayes.
The stable room has been doubled and horse men will
him any dances."
have every convenience and accomodation.
"Well, of all things! As though
you'd bother to save a dance for that
Lovers of fast horses will miss something exciting if they
insignificant person!"
'
"Did some friend or yours nnng
miss the Twenty-nint- h
Fair.
him? How did he get in?"
"
"What any one can see In him
W. G. TIGHT,
"His father," said the girl with the
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Innocent eyes, casually, "is the head
President.
Secretary.
of the steel pin trust"
"What's that?" demanded the Ir
ritable girl with the gloves.
"Chester," went on the girl with
the eyes, "was educated in this country and abroad and took ever so many
honors. He has $5,000,000 in his own
right,. four automobiles, a yacht and
two country places of his own
"
and
"Clarice," broke in the girl of the
flower hat in a low, pained voice. "I
Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.
think it was very unkind of you not
to give us a hint as to who Mr. Sider- ing was! It was your duty, because
we certainly wanted to give him a
I
Pueblo, Colo.
$11,90
pleasant impression of Chicago!
hope he'll understand that ny negColorado
$13.
lect on my part was due to the fright"
ful headache I
Denver
'..$16.60
"I knew at once that he had
brains!" said the girl with the gloves.
City, Mo
"You can always tell it when you see
a forehead like his. It Impresses one
Louis at once. I admire these quiet men
who do not chatter all the time, but
Chicago, III
talk only when they have something
Final return limit October 31st 1909 '
to say. I- -"
For" information regarding other points,
"Sometimes," interrupted the girl
in the blue dress, "I think I'll really
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
have to scold Tom. He has such a
''
ticket office.
o
I
of
selfish way
appropriating me!
R. W. HOYT,
simply couldn't get away from him
and that's why I missed one of my
Agent.
dances with Mr. Siderlng! I'm afraid
was
he may think It
intentional, and
"
I shall explain the first chance
What a girl likes about horseback
Even when a man's liver gets out of
"What struck me," broke in the girl
with bronze shoes, "was his modesty. order from staying out late he can exercise Is If she thinks her figure
He seemed to want to go on his own think It's. Ills wife's fault because she looks fine In a riding habit
merits. Why, he was positively retir- sat
up for him.
ing! I think that quality indicates
Take Notice
what a perfectly splendid person he
All persons are recommended to
Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold
is!"
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesvllle, Indiana, take Foley's Kidney Remedy for back"You could tell Just by looking at
him that he was somebody," said the writes: "Last year I suffered for ache, rheumatism and kidney and blad"
girl with the gloves, emphatically. three months with a summer cold so der trouble. It will quickly correct
"There was something very unusual distressing that it Interfered with my
which, if neglected, may
about him."
business. I had many of the symp- develop Into a serious Illness. It wIH
"Five millions!" breathed the girl toms of hay fever, and a doctor's pre- restore health and strength. Do not
of the flower hat, dazedly. "Did you
signs of kidney or bladder
did not reach my case, and neglect
trouble and risk Brlght's disease or
observe how broad shouldered and scription
athletic he looked, even if he wasn't I took several medicines which seem- diabetes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
very tall? He gave one such an im- ed only to aggravate It Fortunately I Cross Drug Co.
I insisted upon having Foley's Honey
pression of physical strength.
and Tar. It quickly cured me. My
Call np Main 2 when you have any
thought he was charming."
"Clarice," said the girl in the blue wife has since used Foley's Honey and news.' The Optic wants It
Ldress, firmly, "you must see that wo Tar with the same success." O, G.
meet Mr. Siderlng while he is in Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
60 YEARS'
town, as you seem to know all about
.
V EXPERIENCE
him! We can come over Just as well
woman can never understand
What
"
as not any time
about finances is "why the bank al"Chester,- said the girl with the Inways wants to balance her account
nocent eyes, "left for the east
It's most unfortune! But I'll give when she never has any balance. him your messages when I write!"
What Is Best for Indigestion?
She smiled sweetly at them all as
0
4 To rv lr MiBiia
Rhe departed.
The girl with the
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquln, OntaDesigns
4
f f 11
Ac
Copyrights
bronze shoes recovered enough to rio, has been troubled for years with
sen
shetrh
and
deicrfntfon may
dins t
Anyone
break the awful silence. "She corre- indigestion,, and recommends Chamberquickly Mcertnin our opinion free whether an
invention ts probably paten
HANDBOOK onl'mont
sponds with him!" she gasped, awe- lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
tent free. Olrinst agency for securing patetiU.
somely. "Clarice always did have
Patents
Munn A Co. recttlrt
taken
through
"the
best
ever
medicine
I
1.
used."
vpecioi notice wttbont cfawrge, tu the
luck!"
troubled
with
or
Indigestion
constipaas
"Well, it Isn't
though we cared
Scientific
at all," added the rest In chorus. tion give them a trial. They are cer- A hsnfltomelf llltnf rte4 vmkif. LarxMt
"Let her! I'd hate to throw rayslf tain to prove beneflcIaL
They are CalaUotl of mny sctenUda Journal. Terms,. $3dr.
at a man's head like that!" Chicago easy to25 take and pleasant in effect. imr: four month, f J. Sold bj all twad-lricents. Samples free at all
Price,
Dally News.
dealers.
Branch bmoa. est T St Wuhiuvtgo, D. u

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

29th, Annual New Mexico Fair and
Resources Exposition in
Albuquerque, October to 17.

st

,

Siiiiiiiicr Rates East

Fare For tne Round Trip.

70

Springs

Kansas
St.

.$31.30
$40.30

$46.30

kM4,

HUGH B. HUBBARD,

The only mark some men want to
When you hear one man trying to
belittle another; it's a safe bet that th,e make In the world Is the dollar mark,
'
, other is his superior.
The Laziest M9.1 in The World
wopld not be contented to be kept in
Baby Morphine Fiends
are made by all soothing syrups and the house and doing nothing by rheum
Dany medicines that contain opium atism. Neither are yon, who are alnd naroctlcs. McGee
Baby Elixir ways busy and active. Then don't negcontains ao
01 nareotla orngs lect the first twinge
of an ache or
of ary kind. A sure .and safe cure pain that you might think Is Inst a
for disordered stomachs, bowels and "crick." Rub well with Ballard's Snow
fretfulness splendid for teething In- Liniment and no matter what the
fanta. Sold by Center Block Depot trouble is, it will disappear at once.
Sold by Center Block Depot Drag Co.
Drug Co. r

And You Will Always Have

eyes.

oh, yes

EXAMINATIONS

Disagreeable at Home
Lots of men and women who are
agreeable with others, get "cranky" at
home. Its not disposition, Its the liver.
ilf you find In yourself that you feel
cross around the house, little things
worry you. Just buy a bottle of Ballard's Heiblne and put your liver In
snape. xou ana everybody around you
will feel better for it. Price 60 cents
per bottle. Sold by Center Block De
pot Drug Co.

6

BOSS PVTENT FLOUR

Cream Balm
Ely's
Sure to Give Satisfaction.

CIVE8 RELIEF AT ONCE.
soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
Restores the Senses of Taste and Emeu,
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs
Applied into the nostrils and absorbed.
Lari?e Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by
mail. 'Liquid Cream Balm for use in
atomizers, 75 cents.
BROTHERS, 58 Wtrr.ii St.. New Tors.
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Is Your Healing Stove in

In Exchange

Popular Premium Tickets
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Good Order?

LAS

'MAIN

Thin, half thin and medium weights, both plain and'
etcbed, the latter including several
new and very pretty patterns.

WEATHER REPORT

,
August 8, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 90; minimum, 65; range 35j
Humidity 6 a. m., 41; 12 noon. 33

IKE DAVIS

6 p. m., 41; mean, 43.

oFrecast Local
and Tuesday.

N.B.

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone 13L

ahowers

If you want to know whether you are

''

Phono Main 107

The young daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
Fred Westerman, who has been suffering from a summer complaint for
tonight many days past, is reported some

des-yo-

u

'

'

Ceai You Save Money?
I

-

v

If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially. ,
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

The First National Bank
US VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.
Ass't Cashier.

MONEY SAVED
Domestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.76
per tou just wbat you want for cooking,

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON
Phone Main til

I

A1

Got

'
Where is KT
Pedro Montano has gone 'to Anton
It's the merry widow's dance.
Chico to receive the bunch of sheep
It's tomorrow night.
which he purchased recently at that
It's at Rosenthal hall.
place 'from Rafael Sanchez.
Admission 5cts, dancing 5cts per
dance.
There will be a special communica
tion of Chapman lodge) No. 2 A. F. & A.
Jesse Burns, whose sleeping apart
M., on Tuesday evening for the
ment was invaded by, a thief some
the
first
degree.
conferring
days ago and a fine revolver carried
off, has again been visited by a burgW. Y. Black, of La Junta, Colo., has
who this time took a Winchestaken out a fishing. license; J. C, lar,
ter.
There is no. positive clew to
Jacobs, A. C. Johnson and J. W. Burks, the
thief,
though parties who are
Will-lamA.
L,
general hunting licenses;
familiar with the premises are susa bird license.
pected of knowing more about the
than the law allows.
burglaries
Licenses to marry have been taken
out by the following parties: Lucia
A surveying party in charge of VinBenavldes and Falez Gonzales, both
cent
Jones left yesterday, morning for
of Ojo del Bahallo and Fulgencio
the Beck grant where the parly wllj
Maestas and Maria el Duran, both of
do some work which was impossible
Chaperlto.
to do before on account of the Teco-lot- e
river being too high. Besides Mr.
Letters mailed at Seattle have been
Jones there were in the party Douglas
received in the city from District At
Hopkins, Frank Thompson and L.
torney and Mrs. C. W. G. Ward, who
Gregory.
They expect to remain on
are at present taking in the sights
the grant about two weeks.
at the exposition there and seeing
everything that is to be seen.

In the case of JDanlel Cassidy &
Sons vs. Bernard Hlgglns, suit on a
promissory note, amounting to three
hundred and eighteen dollars and
some cents, in which signature was

An opportunity in the hottest weather to
buy
'

Economy
Jar

THE

.

Refrigeratorvcheap,

J. C. Johnsen

Son

(SI

623 Douglas Avenue

H.

0.

DROWN TRADSHO

CO.,

DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK 8EFTKJ
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS 'and WAGONS
uet unr trices before buying.
Bridge Street.
Phosie Main 85

np
1

r
J
a Jo.rof

For the

best Meat
in the

go

i

Ferndell
r reserves

City

r

tO

Papen's

and

!

ITSELF BY AIR

VERY LATEST
In line with our policy of
keeping right up to date we
have installed a Monarch

Marking
Machine

Vegetables

Neat Work

Every Fruit Product

Prevent Errors

Meats, Fruits

mjnadeIfrom the choicest California grapes and g'uafan- teedlunder pure2 food law by Calwa Products
'. 'Co. of
SanjFrancisco.

.....

C'JPTJS

FRESH EVERY DAY

)
GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 end 145

at

Bagwell, who has been very
for many weeks was removed from
her home at 209 Ninh street, yester
day afternoon to the Las VegaShos- pital. She is suffering from stomach
trouble and her condition is regarded
as critical.

Boucher's

Mrs.

111

"THE COFFEE MAN"

for Harvey's!
, f i
Carriage goes out Saturday morn-- '
Fiich's Golden Wedding Rye, agea ing returns following Friday. Leave
O. Brown
in the wood. Direct from distillery ia orders at Murphey's or
Trading Co's.
yon. At the Lobby, of conn.
All Aboard

E

1

SWEET PEAS
Pink, White, Lavender and Red, or Mixed.
50 Gto
per Hundred
Las
Vegas Greenhouses
PERPY
-

,

ONION. Prop. Phone Main 276

AIR TIGHT FOREVER

--

made from Concord gTapes.

Hot Rolls

JOHNA.PAPEN

-

The only Jar ia the world.

GOAPE JUICE

(BlPOOffCl

.

the approaching lecture of Col. Buffalo
The best draft beer In the city. At
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Jones, which will be given at the Dun- at the Opera bar. Served from bar- The Lobby, of course.
can opera house on Friday evening rels on the bar.
of this week. The motion and etere- Straight Guggenheim rye serve
Opticon slides used by Col. Jones are FOR RENT Good pasture ifith plen over the bar at the Antlers.
very instructive as well as the lecture
ty of good water. Mrs. Green.
which he delivers entitled ' A Life
Pabst's draught beer on tap only at
Time With Wild Animals." Prices for
If you read It in The Optlo It's to. Opera bar.
thelecture will be 15c, 25c and 35c.
Ask for reserved seats.
1

Keeps Perfectly

m

vs'

at Cost

The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
church will hold a ten cent tea at the
The Ladies' League will meet Tues
parsonage tomorrow afternoon, compli
day afternoon with Mrs. W. O. Robin mentary to Mrs. Wilson, who expects
son, 518 Columbia avenue.
to leave soon for her new home in Ra
ton. All the congregation and other
Livery rigs were at a premium yes friends are invited.
terday as all were engaged by those
seeking to get to the mountains.
Preparations are being made in the
district clerk's office by the district
The fourth quarterly conference of
to file suit against all those
the M. E. church will be held this eve- attorney
who have failed to pay tbelr road tax
ning at 8 o'clock, Rev. Samuel Blair to date. If the suits are
brought and
presiding.
pressed, the original tax of $3.00 will
be increased from $10 to $15 on ac
WANTED 1 00 gentlemen to dance
count of the costs.
with the merry twidows tomonrow
night. Apply at Rosenthal hall, 9
What is It?
m. tomorrow.
' "
.
When is it?

and remains

taste ofJail.

Sixth Streot. ,

the best at Nolette's barber

PRESSURE

We have it to suit the

V Y,

Refrigerators

.

shop.

Foot Main ht SEALS

DIM

l

Closing Out

of the Western Union TeleLOCAL NEWS.
graph company's wire clippers are
seen about the city looking for defects
On. account of the Btormy night, last
in the wire and other necessary re
night the usual band concert was not pairs.
held in the plaza.
Extensive repairs are being made
Manuel C. de Baca and family are to the residence
of W. B. Bunker, on
enjoying the comforts at the El Por- Columbia avenue, also to the dwelling
venir mountain resort for a few days, house of J. H.
Hunter, at the Civner
of Eighth street and Main avenue.
Order your cream from T. T.
Turner.
Dr. and Mrs. William Porter Mills
are the proud and kappy parents of a
Do not forget the social at Mackel's
bouncing baby girl, the young heiress
opera bouse tonight. Admission 10
this morning at 11 o'clock.
arriving
'
cents.
Mother and babe are both doing nice- -

-

OF

"Ob

Succattor to HEHRY

pur-posgj- jf

can easily find out.

l

1

fi..

denied, decision was given yesterday
In chambers by" ChWf Justice Mills for
the plaintiff.

.

A Simple Test

STORE:

GOODS

5

-

Also Heaidquaurters'for
AH Kinds of FEED

DRV

A few

Q

ride Flour

EXCLUSIVE

The

Water Sherbet and Lemonade Glasses

Use Our

VEGAS'

All Ladies' House Wrappers,' now on hand at Cost
Boys' and Girls Indian Suits, worth $1.50,now 98c
See late shimpment of new Silk Under Skirts.

379'

Wm. Ilfeld,
LvidwigIlardwaremau.

new and unatsuUlly attractive line of

Will also exchange the above for
CASH in case you do not have any of
our tickets.

fc,

If not let us order you a grate or a fire Pot NOW by
freight and saVe express charges' later. . We caa f urpish
any part for any Stove made in the United States.

for

A

MONDAY, AUGUST

..

No Mould. No Taint. No Loss,
'
Easy to Seal Easy to Open.

J. H.

STEM.
Grocer

-

Our methods and appliances
are the best known.
We would
serve you.

be pleased to

MAIN 81

:

Les Vegas Steam leuodry

THE HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED
PRICES

WATER

:

2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
it
"
30c
1, uuu to ij.uuu lbs.
"
it
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
40c
tt
50 to 200 lbs.
"
50c "
- Less than 50 lbs.
.
ff
75c
i
CRYSTAL ICE CO.. - McGuire & Webb
Phone Main 227
'

.

J. Nf. SENA.
illustrator.
CariOQuimt and

Commercial Designer and Suggester of Practical Ideas. Original
tinctive and Effective Designs. Phone 188 Main.

Dis-

I

si

